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invaders Ask SCLC To Fulfill Mils Promise
•

Militants Blast SCLC
For Campaign Conduct

Boy Ignores Warning
And Drowns In Lake

Some behind the scenes organizations for entering the
A 12-year-old boy ignored the Squad, a volunteer organizapeace-making, and a public jobs-for-blacks program, and
warnings of an adult last Sun- tion, working with the Memapology to members of the added, "Let the record show
day, and drowned near the phis Police Department for the
Invaders helped to bring the that SCLC was the first to
dock of McKellar Lake near first time, according to Capt.
eleventh annual convention of start this."
President's Island when the Fred Walls of the Rescue
the Southern Christian Leader- Explaining that not all is
man discovered the water Squad, drug the lake and found
ship Cnference to a calm well in the Northern ghettos,
was too deep where the child the body.
conclusion last Friday night, he asked, "What doth it profit
had gone under.
An investigation of Mr.JefThe Invaders, a militant a Negro to leave Eastland's
The victim Hopkins of 48 S. frey's death is being made to
group of about 125 Memphis plantation in Mississippi to
Parkway East, who had gone determine if the drowning was
young men, charged that SCLC move to Dailey's plantation in
swimming with three other accidental or not.
officials were reneging on Chicago?"
The 'Hopkins boy's death
children.
promises made to the group by Under the leadership of Rev.
With him at the time were was listed as an accidental
the late Dr. Martin Luther Jesse Jackson, he reported
Breadbasket
Ronald Scott, nine, and Clar- drowning.
King, Jr., just before he was that Operation
has been set up in 30 major
ence Johnson, eight, of 1511
assassinated last April 4.
cities and will soon be a coastCameron; and Ricky Gins
The main target for the
to-coast operation.
Wilmoth, nine, of 1490 CameInvaders' wrath was Rev. AnHe said that one major
ron.
drew J. Young, executive vice
grocery chain is a target for
The adult, Adolphus Bonner
president of SCLC, who was
closing, and it will serve as an
of 1299 Edith st., told police
given two hours to get out of
example to all institutions not
that he warned the children beMemphis by the,Invaders. He
dealing fairly with the Negro.
fore they entered the water,
refused and decided to "apolo"And eye has not seen, nor
and a short while later the
gize" to them at a public meet- ear heard what
we have instore
Hoplins boy started to drown.
ing.
and Chrysler," he announced.
Mr. Bonner, a non-swimmer,
The Invaders claim that Dr. Rev. Abernathy said that the
attempted to pull the boy from
former research technoloKing, in the presence of Rev. Negro vote is in "no one's
the water, but when he dis- gist at the St. Jude Research
Young, promised to give them hip pocket," and while there
covered its depth was above Hospital for Children, Carl E.
six automobiles, and that in- is no enthusiasm for Republihis head, he ran and tried to Johnson, Sr., of 2415 Drake
stead of delivering on the prom- can Richard Nixon for Presiget someone else to save the Cove, has been appointed to
ise, Rev. Young had blamed dent, there may be less for
boy.
the faculty of Southwestern
Memphis Negroes for creating Vice President Hubert HumHe fatally called the Fire University at Memphis.
conditions which brought Dr. phrey, who could be controlled
Department, but the boy had Mr. Johnson has taught at
King to Memphis and his by Chicago's Mayor Dailey,
disappeared when help ar- Southwestern for two summers,
death.
Mississippi's Senator Eastland,
rived. His body was recovered and will become an instructor
On last Friday night, the or Lyndon B., Johnson.
in 10 feet of water.
of biology this fall.
Mayor "Unless a candidate is ofguest speaker was
FISHERMAN DROWNS
An Army veteran, he was
Richard Hatcher of Gary, Ind. fered who is free to serve the
Friday
Temple
last
THE
ROSA
Mason
PARKS
Scott
King,
Mrs.
king,
gomery
bus
boycott;
and
A 58-year-old man, whose graduated from LeMoyne Colwho spoke to an estimated people and meet their needs,"
night- From left are Dr.
AWARD was presented to
Bernice King, Mrs. Parks,
Yolanda King. (Whiters
wife had reported him missing lege with the class of 1961.
persons assembled in he said, "there may be a black7,000
Ralph Abernathy, Martin
whose refusal to give up a
Photo).
at 2:25 p.m. on Sunday, was While in the service, Mr. Mrs. Martin Luther King,
out on the Negro vote."
Mason Temple.
King,
III,
Dexter
at
Luther
during
a
mass
rally
bus
seat
started
Jr.,
the
Montfound at the bottom of Baras- Johnson was a research bacThe Invaders chose the rally Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
so Lake, located five miles teriologist at the Brooke Army
as a final opportunity to deliv- gave the address at the annual
south of the Ensley Bottoms Medical Center in San Aner circulars condemning the Freedom Banquet in Club Parasteam plant.
tonio, Texas.
Poor People's Campaign and dise before an estima ted 4,000
The victim was J. W. Jeffrey At St. Jude, his area of
Resurrection City as dismal persons. Seated at a table
of 1714 Kansas St.
failures.
research was virology.
in front of her during the banPolice said that a short while His wife, Mrs. Christine
The Invaders took credit
(See Page 2)
for building Resurrection City
before Mrs. Jeffrey reported Johnson, is N
a
and providing protection for
her husband missing, someone cher at ale orris Elementary
its inhabitants, subsisting on
The first presentation of the ciate grand worthy matron.
reported that an empty boat School.
will be tested hfre in a "Grand Daughter Ruler,
bologna and cheese snadwas adrift in the lake.
They are the parents of two A Supreme Court ruling law
The
official
attendance
was
In the boat were fishing children, Carl Everett Johnson, forbidding racial discr;mina- case involving two Negro male Nettie B. Smith Gold Medal 528 representing a membership wiches, while they claimedMiss
SCLC officials languished in
equipment and a life jacket. Jr., eight, and Cheryl Cerise tion in the sale or rental of teachers and the Union Realty of Honor Award" will be made of 11,000.
Company.
during the Elks National Con- The next grand communica- air-conditioned comfort at a
The Shelby County Rescue Johnson, two.
property based on an 1866
In the suit to be filed by the vention in New York City's tion will be held in Memphis in Washington, D.C., motel, feated on steaks, and enjoyed an
NAACP Legal Defense and Hilton Hotel Aug. _24-30.
1969.
Education Fund, Attys. Walter Receiving the award will be Mrs. Willie Cole Grays is unaccustomed social schedule.
Dr. Ralph Abernathy, who
L. Bailey, Jr., and Louis 11. Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr. grand reporter.
was reelected to the presidency
Lucas, the two men will seek to wife of the late Dr. Martin
of SCLC, promised to make This
prove that they were refused Luther King, Jr., who was asgood on all of the promises
the apartemnt because they sassinated in Memphis last
made by Dr. King to the In- A program honoring Miss.
were not white.
April 4. A spokesman for the
vaders.
Pearl Crawford, a retired
According to their lawyers, IBPOEW said, "Her devotion
It was Rev. Abernathy's Memphis schoolteacher, on her
the men sought to rent a to her husband, her children
reports 100th birthday will be held this
presidential
annual
After having warned land- ."This is not an effort to with the North Texas-McLe- two-bedroom apartment in the in preparing them for the life
to the delegates that proved Thursday, Aug. 22, at the Mcy
lords that they would withhold escape the payment of rent. more Tena nt Association, Belz Park apartments on that is peculiar to mankind,
to be one of the highpoints of Seventh Day Adventist Church.
their rent if sub-standard The money is being placed on called these conditions to the August 1, and were given an makes it only fitting that the
Convention, "the first re- Miss Crawford was born at
the
housing was not brought up escrow in the T ri-State attention of the City Council, application to fill out.
first award from the Grand
port as your president," while Huntsville, Ala., on Aug. 22,
until the mayor, the Housing and Two days later it was re- Daughter Ruler go to this ow
to the minimum standards re- Bank of Mem phis
expressing regrets that he was 1868, and was brought to Memquired by the Memphis Hous- the landlords live up to their Health authorities, the land- turned to them, with a state- standing human being, Mr,
thrust into the office by a phis by her parents, who died
ing Code, the North Texas and part as specified in the Hous- lords and rental agents.
The Kennedy Democrat Or- tragedy.
ment that it had been improp- Martin Luther King, Jr."
in the yellow fever epidemic.
McLemore Tenant Association ing Code, and then only will "When the mayor and the erly filled out, given another The Gold Medal Honor Award ganization met at the St. AnSCLC, he said, has the larg- She attended ole LeMoyne
is participating in a rent strike. the tenants release the rent city officials proclaim they and told it would require addi- was established by the Daugh. thony Catholic School on Mon- est membership percentageGerald A. Fanion, deputy money to them or their are for law and order and then tional approval of the agency ters of the Temple as a honor day night, Aug. 12, and heard wise of young people of any Institute, and had begun her
teaching career when she was
director of the Tennessee Coun- agents," Mr. Fanion explained. turn a blind eye and a deaf ear in charge of the building.
to be bestowed by the Grand elected candidates and Senator civil rights organization, and asked to join the Fisk Jubilee
cil on Human Relations, said Among the violations of the to the crying needs of these The teachers returned the Daughter Ruler to the individ. Albert Gore the main speaker. this is evidence of the surviving
Singers as a soloist.
that about half of the members Memphis Housing Code cited poor, then one can only ask if application on August 5, and a ual "who has the most out- More than 75 persons were power of SCLC.
Miss Crawford has memensenator
held
a
the
present,
and
of the North Texas and Mc- are rodents, insects, loose they are sincere.
day later a white male law'standing record for unusual
"We have a good thing going toes of her three years of traLemore Tenant Association are plaster or boards, broken win- "How can we ask these resi- student went to the building, service; for bravery beyond question and answer following for us, and we are going te
— vels in Europe with the group,
participating in rent withhold- dows and unclosable doors; dents of the Texas-McLemore asked for a twobedroom apart- the call of duty; and for lead- his addesss, with many Nub- keep it going," he told the huge
and recalls the tremendous
cipating.
ings.
plumbing, leaky roof, bathroom area to support law and order ment, and was informed that ership in critical circumstanaudience in the CME Building, ovations she received while apThe Kennedy Democrat Or- site of the convention.
"The most feared men in the facilities and the lack of them; in our city when the officials one was available.
ces."
pearing before royalty.
life of the Negro have been faulty electrical wiring, need refuse to support it with re- While he was there, the law Two minor changes in the ganization is in its membership Dr. Abernathy' reported that She retired from the teachmemseeking
new
and
is
drive,
the policeman and the rent of painting or papering; and lation to their just case?
since the death of Dr. King, the ing profession in 1941 after
student asked the manager if leadership of the chapter were
bers.
man," Mr. Fanion said, "and no hot water.
"Are we prepared to say he rented to Negroes, and made. Mrs. Lulu McCoy, who Persons wishing to join should news media have attempted to having taught for 50 years.
it will take some time before Mr. Fanion said that the
worthy
destroy SCLC with false rewas told that he did not be- was acting grand
and cochair- ports of division, but the ef- All former students
(See Page 2)
all get over this fear.
Tennessee Council, working
cause he did not want any matron, was elected to the contact the membrhip
workers are invited to the proforts had proved fruitless.
position. Mrs. Etta Selmon of
racial trouble.
gram and reception for her.
(See Page 2)
He praised other civil rights
When the two Negro male Memphis was elected as assoteachers returned, they were
told there were no vacancies
and that their names would be
put on a waiting list.
A day later, a white women,
who is a graduate student at
Memphis State University; went (to tip Belz Park apartment
00tS
building, asked about a two
bedroom apartment, and was
told that one was being held w
for a law student, but that l
she could take it if he did not
In the suit filed last week,'
Attys. Lucas and Biley will ask When Mrs. Annie Clay. 33.
the defendant to stop the al-of 228 Turley saw her husband
leged discrimination and give l chatting with another woman
the plaintiffs the first facilities last Sunday, she became so
available,
langry that she went down to
the street where his car was
parked and began breaking out
the windows.
When John Roberts, 69, of
230 Turley, Apt. 2, looked out
of his window, it appeared
to him that Mrs. Clay was
breaking the glass in his car,
Adult Basic Education class- so he got his shotgun and fired
es will be held at 12 schools one blast in her direction.
this fall for persons 18 years The blast took Mrs. Clay's
of age or older and with less leg off, and caused her other
than eight years of education. injuries.
She was expecting
Tuition will be free for a child in two months, and
grades one through eight. since a pellet from the shotClasses run from 6:30 to 9 gun entered her body, it may
P.M. for a full year, and meet cause some other complications, doctors fear.
standards of Memphis Hous- on Monday and Wednesday.
points to type of housing
• itzrrr sewn snot —
to, Rev. Andress Young,
didate for President of the
Mr. Roberts has been arrest-, DICK GREGORY CITED
Classes will be held at Baring Code. All hut one apartwhere tenants are refusing
Gerald Passion, deputy dimass
left, and Dr. Ralph Aber
award
was
United
States,
during
special
A
—
to
L
l
assault
Capleville-Shelby,
charged
with
condemned.
ed
and
Chapel,
buildment
was
ret's
until
landlorda
pay
to
faunrector of Tennessee
nathy. (Whiters Photo)
meeting. He is flanked here
• 1 given to Dick Gregory, canCollierville-Byhaia, Ford, etc. murder.
ings are brought up to
eel on Human Relations,

Carl E. Johnson

Joins Faculty

At Southwestern

Teachers File Suit
To-Rent-An Apaftmerit

Mrs. King Will Receive

A Gold Medal Of Honor

Crawford

Will Be 100

Tenants On A Rent Strike After
Landlords Ignore Their Demands

Thursday

wore
Speaks During
KDO Meeting

senator

Elderly Man

°man's Leg

ABE Classes
Are Scheduled
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New Model
For Woolco
of
Marilyn Harris, daughter .
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Harris
of 2751 Barron has been selected as one of the twelve
models to display t h e latest
fall fashions at Woolco Department store.

D.
Gra
tot

Modeled last week at the
Park ave. Woolco Store, was
sportswear featuring the new
leather look, the popular sued
—fur trimmed coats and afterfive dresses. Casual and backto school 'clothing wete also
modeled.

It's good business

During the summer the
youth division of the Longview Civic Club sponsored
a candy drive to raise
money for an air conditioning unit to be used in the
club's meeting hall. Seen
above are members of the

to rent trucks
from Carl Carson
club's youth division presenting a check of funds
raised during the drive.
Seated (Lie R) are Rosalie
HePherson, Portia Fisher
and Maurice Reed. Standing
L to RI is President of the
Longview Civic Club Mr.

Robert Renfro, and presenting the check is Vice President of the Youth Division
invi Norvel, Joyce Smith,
Carolyn Hanna, Clarice Nor vet, Arnold Reed and Mrs.
Myrtle F i sher
advisor.
Photo by Continental

Every year the SAM
QUAILS Golf Club puts its
all into a Golf Clinic to
teach the youth of the community bow to play golf.

During this learning period.
a golf tournament is held
and,many of the young people win prizes. The Golf
Clinic serves more than

one purpose, besides teaching- young people the art of
golf, it also teaches sportsmanship, dignity in ones
self and good citizenship.

Pictured above are participants in the Golf Clinic and
their
proud
instructors.
(Photo by Continental)
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Invaders Ask

NOW SHOWING

(Continued from Page 1)

Diabetes Is 8th
Leading Cause Of Death

quet were her four children,
who had close protection from
Memphis policemen who hovered less than a foot away
from them during the evening.
I Other program participants
at the banquet were Mrs.
Marian B. Logan, toastmistress; Rev. Joseph E. Lowery, who gave the invocation;
City Councilman J. 0. PatActing Health Commissioner blood sugar test instead of the diabetes problem of the,terson, Jr., who greeted deleMorgan J. O'Connell said here the more common and less recitizens of Chicago," Dr. 0'• gates on behalf of the city
that diabetes is a particularly liable urinalysis. The testing
of
Memphis;
Miss Aretha
significant health problem in procedure of the Chicago ;Connell said that the Board of ! Franklin, who sang one numChicago, where it is the eighth Board of Health requires that' Health screened a total of ber instead of the two the proleading cause of death.
persons screened fast for three 13,850 persons during the first' gram called for, and Dr.
Speaking r e cently before hours before drinking a glu- Six months of this year. Of Abernathy, who p resented
staff physicians, nurses and cose solution. One hour later ;this number 468 or 3.4 per cent Mrs. King.
technicians of the Chicago a blood sample is drawn and ! were listed as borderline and Dr. Abernathy gave a "speBoard of Health, Dr. O'Connell tested on an autoanalyzer. were
advised
to
undergo cial award" to comedian Dick
—said that there are approxi- Definite criteria then determine' more extensive tests by their Gregory, who did not show up.
mately 150.000 persons in the whether a 'person is positive, own physicians.Other celebritess who were
Chicago area who are believed negatRe or borderline.
, A total of 966 persons were supposed to come but who did
to have diabetes and don't Commenting on diabetes as
'tested for diabetes at the Civic not arrive were Sidney Poitier,
know it.
a public health problem, Dr. Center Clinic of the Board of Robert Culp, and Bill Cosby.
"For the country at large," O'Connell said:
Health during the first six Cosby was supposed to have
e said,
ere are an esti- "The Chicago Board of'
months of 1968. Of this number been the master of ceremonies
mated four million diabetics— Health maintains a long-range
132 or 13.6 per cent were found for the evening.
but only half of them know , diabetes detection
program.'to be abnormal and another Music for the banquet was
they have the disease. If these Blood tests for diabetes are 127 or 13.4
per cent were listed played by Ben Branch and
two million 'hidden diabetics' given free of charge, and the l as
his orchestra.
borderline.
READY TO SERVE, YOU —
can be found, they stand to public is urged to avail itself
During the final days of the
Shown above is Mr. Cozette
benefit from better control of of this service. Appointments The Mobile Diabetes Detec- SCLC
Convention. Memphis
Gaston the New Manager
the disease and the complica- can be made by calling 744- I tion Unit of the Board of police took seriously the Time
Health, which went into op- Magazine article, which was; of MAIIIINIZMG CLEANtions so often associated with 3864.
it.,,
eration in late January and erroneous in nearly every deERS in the Bellvue McLemore Shopping Center. Mr.
He urged his department "The public's cooperation is serves many of Chicago's out- tail, but %Cinch predicted the
Gaston is stanang with
personnel to "use every means even more important in the lying areas as well as organ- meeting might serve as a flashlight of recent studies which ized groups, such as senior
three young ladies who
at our command to find Chicpoint for a riot.
show that the burden of locat- citizens, and religious and
MARTINIZING
at
work
ago's 'hidden diabetics' so that
Officers took to riding three
ing
'hidden
diabetics'
is con- fraternal organizations
city in a car and to wearing riot
they may receive the benefits
more
pronounced departments, i n dustry and helmets,
i siderably
of modern medical care."
a condition which
among low income groups and welfare recipients, screened
Chicago is one of the few
had not been in evidence since
the
poor.
3,656 persons for the period the slaying of Dr. King last
large cities that advocates a
Physicians, of course, test ending June 30.
April.
for diabetes during regular
A total of 189 persons or One of the first announcehealth check-ups, or
when 5.2 per cent were found to ments made by SCLC officials
they have cause to suspect it. have diabetes and another ,was that no demonstrations
But because many people only 292 or 8.0 per cent listed as would be staged during the
(Continued from Page 1)
go to the doctor when they borderline.
meetings
are ill, the problem is so large
that the citizens of Memphis that public and
private agenare to be treated differently be- cies must carry the
burden of
we
Are
poor.
are
they
cause
detecting the bulk of 'hidden
By JOILN D. MARSH
needs
the
lyn, N.Y. Mrs. Wise is the
willing to write off
diabetics'
of our citizens who live in the Dr O'Connell said that 767 TRENTON — Mr. Johnnie daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Joe
densest populated area be- persons died from diabetes in 'Nicholson is in St. Mary's B. Harrison Also visiting is
cause this area may be up , the city of Chicago in 1967, Hospital, Humbolt, Tenn. and the daughter of Mrs. Virgie
Mr. Willie Brown is confined Balentine Mrs. Cornell Crittenfor Urban Renewal? Can we and then added:
to Madison General Hospital in den who is the sister of Mrs.
proclaim we are for law and "Diabetes
contributes
inorder and not for justice and directly to many times that Jackson. It is our hope that Joe B. Harrison of Louisville,
Kentucky.
equality under law?" he asked. number by increasing the risk they recover soon.
Visiting Trenton are Mrs. Signing off until next week
of
heart
disease,
arterioscleconsidMr Fanion said he
Peggy Harrison Wise and her when we will have more news
ered it a shame when a land- rosis or hardening of the ar- husband. Billy Wise of Brook- from Trenton.
teries,
brain
hemorrhage
and
peo-slum
that
say
lord could
ple need slum housing," and kidney disease." He pointed
when J. W. Parker. coordina- to a recent survey of 40,000
tor of the City Department of known diabetics which showed,
Housing Improvement could that four out of five have at
reply that some of the slum least one other chronic disease.
dwellers should be living on Terming detection and screen
ma "paramount in solving
sandbars.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hayes, chairman of the North Texas and
AssociaTenant
McLemore
tion, reported that the organiza-'
(Continued from Page 1)
tion had received a letter from
Mayor Henry Loeb in which lady, Mrs Alma Morris at 276,6741' or Mrs. Vera Motets.
he stated that he felt that this'6741.
.
was a case where the law vs-5774.
Mrs. L. Chrysler, 274should be enforced and the 4979; Mrs. K. Sexton, 274-3400;
Housing Code obeyed.
or Dr. John Jordan, 274-2400.
Elmer C. Stoner,noted artist, author and editor.
Other officers of the Associa-' The organization will open
lion are Wallace Giles. co- its North Memphis headquarchairman; Mrs. Ernestine Kin- ters at 1252 Jackson on Aug.
cad, corresponding secretary; 19, 1908, East Memphis headand Sammie Lee Hines, mem- quarters is at 1239 N. lever' green.
bership chairman.
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AUDREY HEPBURN
ALAN ARKIN
RICHARD CRENNA

What
did
they
want
with
her?

"WAIT
UNTIL
DARK"
CLEANERS, Beverly Joyner, Annie Harris and
Jackquelyn
Cooley, who
are ready to serve you
Monday thru Saturday from
7 a.m., to 8 p.m. and if
you're in a hurry to get
your clothes back you can
get ONE 'HOUR MARTIN-

IZING SERVICE between
the hours of 9 a.m and 4
p.m. MARTINIZING
CLEANERS in the Bellvue
McLemore Shopping Center
is completely staffed by Negroes. (Dote by Continental)
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)TECHNICOLOR

-PLUS"24 HOURS TO KILL"
PHI PARKING SUNDAYS
DAILY AFTER 6100 P.M.
ALL DAY AND NIGHTII

Rent Strike

News From Trenton

with the simplest water color,
I strive for perfection. It's onl
through dedication that anything
great is ever achieved"
,

AMIN

senator Gore ••When I buy gin, I insist

on the very best London Dry.
Gordon's. It is ideally dry and crisp,
makes a perfect martini.To me,
Gordon's Gin is-great gin.,,

• ai

1 he oid shortage-of-cash dilemma, for example. How do you acquire all those back-to-school
clothes and things without having to borrow or dip into your savings? ...Easy does it. With
Bank Americard's extended pay option you can (for a nominal fee) equip now and pay later. Or
you can elect to settle up in 25 days and by-pass the service charge, a Itocether.
BankAmericard solves the problem of finding the just-right item at the just-right price, too. It
gives you a working "charge account** at some 10.000 places of business in the Mid-South alone.
V• ith more being added daily.
And Ra n k America rd even eliminates the homework. You get only one bill. Write only one check.
Make only one checkbook deduction. No matter how many things you buy. Or stores you do
your back-to-school shopping in.
Ban k A nicricard. The problem solver. For getting'em back to school, it's in a class by itself.

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
WE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
lip DisffluI

ii,1lARDONDIR

Gin
' 714..-sanz

r, •
tondon togigra

k's th• bwest

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS

fnsiiinc

AlfrP,,C# and the world

110811CT OF IS L10tNftTha Rats estrum mu PIMP PO ND/ MON:re

•

11(*IP.01. le0.400(
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MAMA 1114111
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pants for the University

Utility Club Performs
GettheBest
Good Deed ForThe
' Used CarsFrom the
,
More Dealer!
Get
Home
Children
s
AVE.
Graham
zfisHER

Houston.
of
Mrs.. Grays has held many
sorority offices including director of the South Central Re- Iis
gion and associate editorship I
of the Ivy Leaf. She is a
representative to the Pan-Hallemc Council, an organization

Houston Educator Is Selected
President Of AKA At Convention

DALLAS — Mrs. Mattelia country's most prestigous Ne- officers who will serve until of eight Negro college sororities and fraternities.
Grays of Houston, was chosen gro college women's organiza1970 were installed at the close Mrs. Grays is a member of Twenty-one members of the some children attend schools
to take over leadership of the tion two years from now,
and of the 43rd Alpha Kappa Al- the Association for Childhood Utility Club, Inc., spent a dein the nearby communities,
pha convention here, Friday Education International,
Na- lightful Saturday afternoon, others attend the campus school
night.
Education Association; entertaining 40 boys and girls at Graham.
Heading those installed was tional
Texas Elementary School Prin- of the Graham Home for ChilDr. Larzette G. Hale, president cipals Association,
and dren. Hastings-on Hudson at
for the past two years, of the National Council NAACP,
of Negro a cookout.
40,000 member organization.
Women.
The personal contributions
She is director of development Others installed
Friday in- of the following members
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
and public relations at Langs- clude
Mrs. Lucille B. Bryant made the affair possible: Mrs.
ton University, Langston, OklaMac* Year Order Now
of Los Angeles, first vice presi- Louise Fisher Morris, presiDr.
William
Hale,
is
president.
For Individuals And Groups
Mrs. Laurette Naylor of dent; Mrs. Vivian Warnick,
Mrs. Grays is married to dent;
Chicago,
secretary; Mrs. Helen Mrs. Elizabeth Winslow, Mrs.
Horace W. Grays and has a
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
daughter, Karen Yvette. She C. Cooper, Evanston, Illinois, Johnnie Mae Joyner, Mrs.
CUSTOM
is a native of Houston, dauth- treasurer; Mrs. Wilhelmina Sallie L. Ford, Mrs. Dorothy
TAILORS
ter of Rev. and Mrs. A. B. Drake, New York, financial Green, Mrs. Clara Dinkins,
director; and Mrs. Erma W. Mrs. Lottie Bradley, Miss
Bennett. She received an A.B.
Hines,
Alexandria, Louisiana, Gladys P. Ford, Mrs. Dorothy
degree from Dillard University
INC.
editor of the "Ivy Leaf," the Barbour, Mrs. Alma Burwell,
and
a
master's
degree
from
248 Vance Ave.
JA 7-9320
Alpha Kappa Alpha magazine. Mrs. Alpine Daniels, Mrs.
the University of Michigan.
Memphis, Tines:see
She has been in the Houston Mrs. Ruth H. Harvey Charity Eliza Persons, Mrs. Nattie Bur'YOUR OMNI, Makes What Yee Ask for And
school system for 13 years, of Danville, Virginia was in- nett, Mrs. Stella Nathan, Mrs.
Leila
Creates Whet Yea Think or
and heads the Will Jones Ele- stalled as graduate member at Ruth Daniels, Mrs.
mentary School. She supervises large She is a candidate for Kinckle, Mrs. Margaret Lewis,
Congress from the fifth district Mrs. C 1 ara
Glover, Mrs.
laboratory workshop partici- of
"Mum It
Virginia.
Eugenia Sarnow and Mrs. DoroRegional directors installed thy Brown.
were: Mrs. Esther Pollard, These members prepared
and
Washington, D.C., North At- served potato salad,
cole slaw,
lantic Region; Mrs. Pauline frankfurters and hamburgers.
C. Morton, Suffolk, Virginia, charcoal broiled on a hot grill
Mid-Atlantic R e gion; Mrs. with all the trimmings such
Margaret B. Roach, Fort Lau- as rolls, pickles, relish, musderdale, Fla., South Atlantic tard and ketchup. The delicious
Region; Mrs. Altha C. Brown, desserts included home baked

0

1925 UNION
275-1148
;250 SUMMER
324-4444

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

H c

—SAY'S—

Back To School

Help stamp out
wrong numbers!

Wilberforce, Ohio, Great Lakes
Region; Velma L Jones, Memphis;, South Eastern Region;
Ordie A. Roberts, Chicago,
Central Region; Mrs. Faye B.
Bryant, Houston, South Central
Region; Carolyn Banner, Jefferson City, Missouri, MidWestern Region, and Mrs.
Laura N. Banks, Tucson, Arizona, Far-Western Region.

Barbara Watson
Sworn Into
Highest Post

Radio 1070
Studying Helps You "Get To It"
...Faster!

The Graham,Home serves
150 children, ages 4 to 18 years,
from the Metropolitan New
York area. Most of the children
are from homes broken by
desertion, abuse, illness or neglect. The children live in cottages on the campus. While'

WDIA

Soul Power

Soul Power

When Miss Barbara M. Watson, daughter of the late Judge
James S. Watson and Mrs. Violet Watson, was sworn into
office as Administrator of the
Bureau of Security and Consular Affairs in the Department of State, she became the
highest ranking woman of color in an appointive post in the
United States.
Miss Watson, whose oath of
office was administered by
her distinguished brothe r,
Judge James L. Watson, is the
first woman and the first Negro to attain the rank of Assistant Secretary in the Department of State. She had
been the Bureau's Acting Administrator since April 1967.
The 50-year-old attorney attended Barnard College
where she obtained her B.A.
degree in 1943 and the New
York Law School where she
received her LL.B. degree,
graduating third highest in her
class. She was also selected as
the "most outstanding law student in the City of New York."
From 1962 until July 1966,
Miss Watson served successively as Attorney on the New
York City Board of Statutory
Consolidation,
Assistant
Attorney in the Law Department
of New York City, and as Ex-

•

Look up the number you're calling. Jot it down and keep it handy.
Dial carefully. Follow these easy steps and help eliminate wrong numbers. And save time.(P.S. You'll find complete dialing information in

ecutive Director of the New
York City Commission to the
United Nations.
As administrator of the Bu-

the front of your telephone directory.)

reau of Security and Consular Affairs, Miss Watson will
be responsible for the coordination of visa and passport
services and special consular
services. She is bilingual and
most fluent in French and
Spanish.

South Central Bell

LUCKY
FOOD
STORES

cakes and cookies with ice
cream. Punch and cokes completed the menu.
There was a lot of joy and
satisfaction for the participating members and the occasion
added a bit of extra happiness for the children.

And You Won't Ow* It"

LUCKY FOOD LOCATIONS
No. 1-3471 Poplar at Highland
No. 2-1471 Florida at Parkway
No. 4-549 South Parkway East
No 6-66! Chekea
No 7-4280 Macon Rd.
No. 8-452 E. Shelby Drive
No. 9-2219 Florida
No. 10—.1478 National
No. 12-3152 Johnson
No. 14-4701 Highway SI South
No. 16-2481 Dwials+ Rd.

No. 17-4571 Quince
No. 216-6205 Highway 61 S
No. 27-1693 Lauderdale
No. 32-298 N. Decatur
No. 41—Lambert, Miss.
No. 48-2458 Chelsea
No. SO—Rutherford, Tenn.
No. 52--Ridgely, Tenn.
No. 55—Kenton, Tenn.
No. 60—Selmer, Tenn.

9

HYD11 PARK GRADE 'A'

EGGS

MED DOZ.

LG. DOZ.

All Deluxe Style AMF Brand Bikes.
Hew hi-rise style. Toys or `Girls model.

C

Register Free
in these stores now:

NOTEI $10 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE REQUIRED TO REDEEM BOTH $5 COUPONS

LUCKY COUPON

LUCKY COUPON
HYDE PARK

EGGS
QUALITY STAMPS
PURCHASE.
WITH THIS COUPON AND $5 ADDITIONAL MILK
EXCLUDING IOBACCO, MILK AND FROZEN
PRODUCTS. ME COUPON TO A FAMILY. EXPIRES
AUGUST 27TH

Med fez 5t

Lg. for.

9t

WITH THIS COUPON AND $S ADDITIONAL PURCHASF
EXCLUDING TOBACCO, MILKAND FROZEN MILK
PRODUCTS. ONE COUPON TO A FAMILY. EXPIRES
AUGUST 27TH

LUCKY COUPON

DRAWING
SAT., AUG. 31

8:00 PM

• BAXTER'S

• P1C-PAC

• BUTLER'S

• RIFF'S

• KATZ

• SHA1NBERG'S

• KENT'S

• STERLING

• PEREL & LOWENSTEIN

• THREE SISTERS

EACH STORE HAS OWN DRAWING.The more stores you
register in the better chance you have to win all 10 bicyclos.

You do NOT have to be present to
win.

••

(Weir's must be accompanied by adults to register)
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Baptists' Convention
Will Attract 2Q000

Better Race Relations ,
Is Goal Of Baptists

The largest organized body
of American Negroes will asseIe ble in Atlanta , Georgia,
September 2-8, 1968.

tinuing program of civil rights ficance for the future of Ameri•
ca as a government of th e
through law and order.
As a religious body the Na- ,people, by the people, and for
tional Baptist Convention has I the people.
insisted in relating the Christian message to the social, eco-I
nimic, and political problems
of the times. While it always I
emphasizes individual salvation, it also lays great stress
on the social gospel.

ma College (Selma, Alabama),
Natchez College (Natchez, Mississippi), Morris College (South
Carolina), Butler College(Tyler, Texas), and Arkansas BapBetween 15,000 and 20,000 tist College (Little
Rock, Arkandelegates and visitors are ex- sas). The Convention works
pected to attend and to reprecooperatively with other Bapsent the 6,300,000 members and tist
groups in the support of
the 30,000 churches
Bishop College (Dallas, Texas
The meeting will be presided Benedict College (Columbi.
over by the renowned Dr. J. H. South Carolina). and Shaw Ui)
Jackson who has served as its versity (Raleigh, North Caru
lina). These schools represent
president since 1959.
. some of the largest educational
The Convention carries on institutions in which National
Missionary work in Liberia, Baptist units participate and
West Africa; Sierra Leone, Ni- help to support
geria, South Africa, Bahama
Islands as well as other islands There are many other smaller schools that are owned by
in the West Indies chain.
The Convention owns a pub- associations and by state conlishing plant in Nashville, Ten- ventions within the National
nessee, and produces the litera- Baptist Convention, U.S.A., Inc.
ture for its constituents. Its At Nashville, Tennessee,
the
B.T.U. Board supplies literatur , National Baptist
Convention
for the training of religious and the Southern Baptist
Coneducation workers.
vention have a cooperative plan
The Convention owns a Bath at the American Baptist TheoloHouse in Hot Springs and has gical Seminary.
a 470-acre farm in Fayette
County, Tennessee.
The work of the Convention is
Its colleges are owned and done by departments and by
operated by the State Conven- boards all of which will be
tions in which the schools are,represented at this annual meet
located. Some of these are Sel-! ing.

Salem - Gilfield
Women Plann;ng
A Fashion Show

Pastor's Wife
To Give Sermon
At Progressive

DOES AIR POLLUTION

IRRITATE YOUR SKIN?
Dirt, areas°, grime and other poisons In

air can raise havwc with skin and
This convention is distin- the
complexion. Delicate ekle may suffer the
guished by its combination of worst, end even normally healthy skiK
become irritated. Blemishes, blotches
civil rights and civil responsi- can
and blackheads may appear. Color, hue
bilities re-enforced by a strong and appearance of complexion may
change. Fragrant creamy white PALMER'S
faith in the Negro race, in the "SKIN
SUCCESS" ILIACN CRUM is e
nation, and in the gospel' medicated cream, containing the fell
strength of ammoniated mercury
official
of Jesus Christ. It has, there- recognized
by the United States Pharma.
fore, never preached the gospel COPilli as a local inhibitOrY Antiseptic.
medical properties ersieneraliy
Its
of inferiority of the Negro race recognized by the profession, arid dermanor accepted without challenge tologists often prescribe it. "PIN SUC`GESS" CREAM tones the shades of your
the dogma of white supremacy. skin, for fairer, clearer, natural looking

In 1967 at its Denver meeting, the National Baptist Convention adopted the most re-I
cent book, Unholy Shadows and
Freedom's Holy Light, by its
president, Dr. J. H. Jackson,
as its position.
TOPIC: EQUAL OPPORTUNITYV — Representatives
of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People, the National
Urban League and the National Alliance of Postal

Federal Employees
and
met with John W. Macy,
Jr., chairman of the U.S.
Civil Service Commission
for the first in a series of
conce ruing
discussions
Equal Employment Oppor-

There will be reports and
Ashby
Commission;
G. evaluations of the recent meetSmith, NAPFE; Mr. Macy, ing of the World Council of
Churches in Uppsala, Sweden
Henry R. Jackson, NAACP;
and on Viet Nam. It is expected .
and William J. Haskins, Ithat unusual emphasis will be
NUL.
Iplaced on the coming national
(elections because of their signi-I

tunity for the 500,000 minority employees in the federal government recently.
From left are Atty. Arthur
W. Jackson, national Equal
Employment 0 p portunity
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PILLSBURY

8 p.m. Friday, Aug.30
MEMPHIS
MEMORIAL
STADIUM
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FISH STICKS
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CHOPPED BEEF
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TRADE WINDS

SIMPSON
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PECAN TWIST
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The pros are coming to Memphis! The New York
Jets led by former Alabama quarterback Joe
Nemeth collide with the Cincinnati Bengals, with

•

former Tennessee stars Dewey Warren and Bob
Johnson, on Friday, August 30 at Memphis Memorial Stadium.
All proceeds of this game go to *overt of a
major sports program for Memphis and the MidSouth, including such activities as the Memphis
State Athletic Scholarship Fund and the Liberty
Bowl, which focuses national attention on
Memphis.
See this game featuring football at -its most
exciting best—played by the professionals. Game
time is 8 p.m. Get your tickets now!
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1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

k Union Planters
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Tickets on sale at every Union Planters Family Banking Center
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Support Memphis/Mid-South Sports Program
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With the deep-acting foamy medication of
'SKIN SUCCESS' SOAP. It beauty bathes
while it fights germs that often aggravate perspiration odors ... makes you
sure
nice to be near. ?AMR'S
"SKI SUCCESS" SOAP.
!most on the Blue & Gold package!

8 to

Monumental

Sat af Sue Si 25

L. Bla
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Prophetess Towns
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GET HEAD-TO-TOE
PROTECTION

BUNS

To Sing At

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru

NE

N‘AVi‘.

Chicago Choir

U
•
•

loveliness. It fades freckles, removes
that weather-beaten sun tanned look,
aids in removing blackheads, smoothing
large pores. Wouldn't you like to try
PALMER'S "SKIM SUCCESS" 111.1EACN
CREAM!

Leked in Memphis hy !viemphians
. . rushed (Ally to your big
°our. 4 Knotir
' su2errr•et for
),imom freshness.
ilkinIMMIAM

MHA Will Help Builders
In Urban Renewal Areas

s Effective November 29 I 965

BIE

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are yeur very best buy in Memphis!
'OW

The women of Progressive
, Baptist Church at 394 Vance
ave. will celebrate annual
Women's Day on Sunday, Aug.
25.
advice in matters of availabilThe women of Salem-Gilfiel& Mrs. 0. C. Collins, wife of
ity of land or the value of land.
Baptist Church will present a'the pastor, will give the mesThese matters would necesfashion show at the church on sage at the morning service,
sarily have to be between the
Sunday, Aug. 25. from 4 to and Mrs. Janet Ryan, a memdevelopers and present owners
6:30, and the public is invited. ber of Keep Baptist Chruch,
since the Memphis Housing
Authority presently owns no
The theme of this year's will be the guest speaker at the
the areas. Neither
show will be "Black Fashions afternoon program.
"For many years, the Mem- proposed Kansas Street and land in
For Black People—the 19681 Mrs. Dosie Tuggle is chair- phis Housing Authority has co- Manassas Street Urban Renew- would it be possible for the
man of Women's Day, and Mrs.
Housing Authority to assist
Line from Natural to Nehru."
operated with private develop- al Project areas.
Narrator for the show will Helen Bowen co-chairman; Mrs ers who have, in advance of "The developers can be as- financially in any way since
be Miss Eunice Carruthers.1 Velma Franklin is program formal approval of Urban Re- Bused of Memphis Housing there have been no funds apMrs- Antee Williams is chair- chairman, and Mrs. Nettie newal projects, advanced re- Authority co-operation to the proved for the projects.
Housing Authority has
man of fashions, and Mrs.' Lawrence co-chairman.
for location fullest extent possible in ad- • "The
Mrs. Mary Etta Ware Cal- development plans
applicationsin
to the Housing
Lizzie Brown chairman.
within these areas," says Or- vance of approval of these proand Urban Development DeRev. A. L. McCargo is pas- bert is publicity chairman, and telle Ledbetter, executive di- jects.
Mrs. Ida Horton Leachman copartment seeking funds with
tor of Salem-Gilfield.
rector of MHA.
chairman.
"Mthough the drafting of which to plan the two projects.
"Now, because of the urgen- formal redevelopment plans After the funds are advanced,
It is expected that the Concy of the situation regarding for these areas awaits approval'planning will require up to two
vention will continue its emMemphis' lack of standard' by the Federal Government,!years before the projects can
phasis on better race relations,
for many of its low- the Housing Authority staff is go into the execution stages.
housing
Christian patroitism, and a conincome citizens and in view oflable to advise potential de- "In the case of the Kansas
the City's position with regard velopers on areas to be rede- Street project, the Memphis
to broadening enforcement of veloped for residential pur-!Housing Authority is hopeful
the Code enforcement pro- poses, setbacks, street widths ,that the city's Model Cities apgram, the Memphis Housing and general alignments, and plication will cause speedier
Authority wants to publicly distances to area of employ-'approval of all applications, inacknowledge its willingness to ment, shopping and other serv- cluding Urban Renewal. The
work with private builders in ices," he said.
Kansas Street Urban Renewal
developing
plans to immediate- "Developers should not ex- Project area is a part of the
Members of the Holy Spiritly build living units in the pact to receive assistance or model cities area", he said.
ual Church at 900 Mosby ave.
will give an Appreciation Day The 100 voice Thompson Comservice for Prophetess Cora D. munity Singers of Chicago will
Towns on Sunday, Sept. 29, and sing at Monumental Baptist
Church, Sunday Aug. 24 at
the public is invited.
Mrs. Towns will be honored 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.
during all-day services, the The church is located at 704
ninth annual Appreciation Day S. Parkway East. The pastor,
Rev. Samuel B. Kyles and his
given in her honor.
wife are former members of
Minister 0. B. Howard is this acclaimed choir. The pubsecretary.
'lie is invited.
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AMERICA'S FINEST WIGS
The Original

Wig

Shop

Wig Waft Wigs

STYLE $3.50 CLEAN STYLE $15.00
YOU CAN F BUY SETTER QUALITY AT ANY PRICE!
Fashionable WIGS•MUMS•FALLS
in a J.L. corers ea fell 411apin
hare mover wee such drastic price slaskieg.
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR LIGHT SHADES.
ion HUMAN HAIR
ORDERS
Luxurious!

Ti•st s why you

AT SCLC BANQUET —
Assent the any guests ottoman the SCLC Banquet
were left to right, Council-

man J. 0. Patterson, Jr.,
Mrs. Samuel B. Kyles,
Miss Minerva Jane Johnican, Judge Ben L. Hooks,

Chairman of the SCLC Convention, Mrs. Ithetaugh
Dumas, New Haven, Cons.,
Howard Davis, Viee-Preqk

dent, New Breed Industries I President New Breed IndusMiss Erma Lee Laws, Hartries, New York City. (Phoold J. Whalum, Mrs. Walto by Continental)
ken' and Milton Clark, Vice.'
--:mit to induction and sentenced ' • •
to a five-year jail term. Con- U.
spiracy and other charges are
also pending against him in
•
South Carolina.
At his sentencing in Atlanta,
Sellers declared in court that NEW • ORLEANS (UPI) — "If in a school district here
WASHINGTON. (UPI) — contemptuous of court pro- be could be sentenced only by The U.S. 5th Circuit Court of' are still all-Negro schools, or
Supreme Court Justice Hugo cesses.
"black people" and added Appeals Tuesday refused tol only a small fraction of NeL Black has ruled that Cleve- He directed bail be set at that the court's decision "has throw out lower federal court, groes enrolled in white schools,
land L. Sellers, Jr., a Bam- not more than $5,000 for the nothing to do with how I rulings allowing "freedom ofl or no substantial integration of
berg, S. C. Civil rights worker 29-year old Negro, who is move."
choice" school desegregation faculties and school activities,
who is challenging the racial program secretary for the Black said this assertion to remain in effect in four' then. . -the existing plan
composition of draft. boards, student Nonviolent Coordina- "is not one calculated to en- states through the coming fails t o
meet c onstitucannot be held without bail. ting Committee.
dear him to any court or school year.
tional standards," the
Black, in a brief opinion The exact amount will be up judge," but it is not enough to The Circuit Court's ruling,! court said.
issued Saturday, rejected the to the U. S. District Court in keep him in jail.
which affects 42 school districts "Boards in such districts are
Justice Department contention Atlanta, where Sellers was The Bail Reform Act of 1966
in Louisiana, Mississippi, Tex- under a duty to take affirmathat Sellers is unreliable and convicted of refusing to sub- provides for bail pending apas and Georgia, also refused tive action toward effective
peal unless the court has
-to enjoin the school districts desegregation before the start
individbelieve
the
reason to
from continuing to use -the of the 1968-69 school year or as
ual will flee or pose a danger
freedom
of choice school de- soon as practicable."
to the community or that his
The Circuit Court also said
segregation plan.
appeal is frivolous.
that "at best freedom of choice
Negroes
states
in
the
four
The application was made
plans have serious shortcom- '
to Black on Sellers' behalf by had asked the court to throw ings' and
are appropriate only
Atty. Howard Moore, Jr. of out the lower court rulings and!is
a means to the end'' of
allow
a
geographic
zone
deAtlanta.
segregation plan to be imple- desegregation.
mented.
Last May. the U.S. Supreme
CIVIC LEAGUE TO MEET
SPOKANE, Wash. — Ronald
Court ruled that the geographic
L. Morris, son of Mr. and Mrs.
zone plan should be implement- I The Hyde
Park-Hollywood
Charlie F. Morris Sr. of 981
ed if freedom of choice had Civic League
will hold a meet-!
Alaska St., Memphis, is partifailed to effectively desegre- ing at the
organization's civic
cipating in a U.S. Air Force
gate public schools.
league building on Hunter on
Reserve Officers Training Corp
Tuesday's circuit court ruling i Thursday night, Aug. 22, at
(AFROTC) field training enordered U.S. Distric Courts in 7:30 p.m. Important business'
campment at Fairchild AFB,
First Baptist Church Chelsea the four states to conduct hearWash.
at 500 N. Fourth St. will ob- ings by Nov. 4, 1968 to deter- I will be transacted.
C. B. Myers is - president,
serve_ annual Young People's mine how effective the
During the encampament,
free- I Mrs. Lillie Mae Bland secreDay on Sunday, Aug. 25.
cadets become familiar with
dom of choice plans have been tary, and Mrs. Lillie Mae'
the life and activities on Air
Youth people will be in in their areas.
iEvans reporter•
Force bases and can examine
charge of all activities during
career opportunities in which
[the day. The pastor, Dr. P. L..
they might wish to serve as
!Rowe, will deliver the sermon.
officers.
At 7:30 p.m a memorial
Other highlights of the course
service for Dr. Martin Luther,
include survival training, airKing, Jr., will be presented.,
craft and aircrew indoctrinaportraying the life of the late
AT YOUR
tion, small arms training and
civil rights leader.
visits to other Air Force bases. Selected as one of the 12 moA special feature will be the
Cadet Morris, a graduate of dels for Woolco Dept. Store to
singing of lyrics composed for
Manassas High School, is display the new fall line is
the occasion by Miss Patricia
a member of the AFROTC unit Miss Marilyn Harris, daughter
Rowe, on the theme, "I Have
at Howard University, Washing- of Mr. and Mrs. Marion HarA Dream."
ton, D.C.
ris. (Photo By Continental)
Mrs. P. L. Rowe is supervisor
ALL STERLING STORES HELP YOU GET
of the Christian Education
Youth Board, sponsor of the
program.
Good quality white paper for pen or pencil.
Coil bound, durable
backs in assorted colors.

EXPERT STYLIST ON DUTY

S. Court Refuses To Kill
Freedom Of Choice Plans

Black Rules In Favor Of
Negro S. C. Draft Resistor

Cadet Morris
In Field Camp
In Washington

100% HUMAN

HAIR

FALLS

960
$3

ALL COLORS

STYLE ;3.00
THESE ARE OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
100% HUMAN HAIR
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WIGS
LIMITED COLORS
STYLE $3.50

r

//

CHOOSE FROM HUNDREDS OF WIGS

HAND MADE WIGS $55 to $75
LONG SWEPT BACK WIGS $49.95
Semi Hand Tied — All Colors
WV)
Memphis' Largest

COLORS

32/.1.6

Young People's
Day To Feature
Memorial Service

STERLING

90

AU. COLORS
STYLE $1.50

WIG WAM WIGS
94 S. MAIN

Phone 525-1433

HOURS! MON.-SAT. 9-6 OPEN LATE kON.-THURS.
Use Our Convenient Cherg• Plan
• Lay-Away
• lonkAmericard

Licened By Tenn. Board Of Cosmetology

RAOSettoot

STORE

Middle-Class Whites
Culturally Deprived?

Memphis Girl
Completes Job
Corps Course

WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Are "I have been called upon remiddle-class white people cul- peatedly to lecture on Negro
turally deprived?
history and to offer suggesCertainly — if you look at it tions, bibliographies and other ASTORIA, Oregon — Miss
from the standpoint of Dr. Paul materials' concerning the intro- Mattie E. Evans, 19. of 391
McStallworth, Central State ducing and teaching of black South Fourth, Memphis, has
graduated from Tongue
University history professor.
history in public schools, pri- been
Point Women's Job Corps CenNo person has been exposed vate schools and colleges."
ter after completing a course
to a balanced cultural diet.
Dr. McStallworth avers, until: The pressure for teaching of in health occupations (nurse
that diet has included a balanc- Negro history, according to Dr. aide).
ed offering of historical and McStallworth, "arises from the She has been a trainee at the
current information --"putting dislocations and disturbances center here since February.
increased Tongue Point, which is opinto perspective the factual attendant upon the
ghettoization erated by the University of
plus and minuses of all seg- urbanization and
black people and their de- Oregon under a contract with
ments in our heterogeneous of
mands
for dignity and equali- the federal Office of Economic
society."
Opportunity, with Philco-Ford
McStallworth ty."
Prof.
What
vocational
means is that every team that In other words, the Negro Corp. presenting
played got some kind of box riots have shaken up educators training as a sub-contractor, has
score and if you don't know to the point at which they ap- a current enrollment or730.
some Negro history, you don't pear to realize, along with In addition to job-skill trainDr. McStallworth, that "We ing, the Job Corps program inknow what the score is.
And Prof. McStallworth is not simply must know and under- cludes remedial education and
stand what has happened in personality development, and
alone in his opinion.
"Within the last 18 months America in order to adjust,is available to disadvantaged
and especially within the last our attitudes and behavior to young women between the ages
' of 16 and 21.
year," the CSU professor said, cope with the problem."
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Solid TopS

Wrought Iron

Student Desk & Chair
With Gooseneck Lamp

$11"

WWI 11164, 1.1.1,(11066

$1088

A complete home study center.
Roomy 35/
3
4z17/
1
2x30" stalnproof wood-grained top Red
with handy storage shelves.

For

compositions, notes and
themes. Assorted color covers.

1040 •••I•1

$2"

Top quality
materiels in
illINP4111
11111
111111111011151M0

$199
Latest styles. Leather-like vinyl
upper is soft and pliable. In assorted colors. Sizes 5-10.

Large or Giant Size

2 BIC

Leading Toothpastes

Pens Free
When You
Buy One At

41c
Women's Bulky

Women's 117

Knit Coat

Petticoat and
Panty Sets

Sweaters
Barrel neck with raglan
sleeves, diamond stitch design. Hand-loomed acrylic.
In whit* & colors. 3640.

1

Finci 12-Inch
'LIN. Plastic

RULER
With Each
School Supply

and

justone side gem and Adjust-A-Length. 4 to 14,

33c

Boys All New Fall

Long
Sleeve
Shirts

Matching lace-trimmed acetate tricot lingerie in whit* or. .
lovely pastels. In S, M, and `.
I. sizes.

Permanent Press
White Slips
$ 100
SO% Kedels& polyester
50% cotton broadcloth.

Your choice of Colgate, Crest, Gloom,
Ultra &On., MacLean: and Opens at a
special price.

$100

Girls' Adjustable

88t

constri.ction of durable
assorted colors. in
combination strapareci handle style.

For school or dress wear.
Black, olive or rust.
In sizes 6 to 18.

Vinyl Slip-On Casuals

Student Desk

Waterproof
School Bags

Fineline Twill Slacks
Women's Square-Toed

Mahogany Finish

Regular98c Heavy-Duty
Boys' Never-Press

$595

SURE CURE FOR

THEM READY

100

vinyl Or canvas

with assorted
school essentials for
else student.
Also C

Brass Wastebaskets

39c
Wash n' wear
cottons and cotton
flannels. In lots
of wanted colors. Top quality brats
with various embargoed
2 to 16.
designs. In an assortment of popular
colors.

Choice of

binders

Save On Regular 59c

FREE
BICYCLES

Binder With Index;

3 BEAUTIFUL BOY'S OR GIRL'S

77c

a $39.95 retail value

Purchase Over 50c

Perfect for back to school.

'GB BONE MARREN
OINY

13000°

RALY FACTORY EQUIPPED INCLUDING
WHITE WALL TIRES 225 CU. INCH ENGINE
RADIO HEATER AND WHEEL COVERS

DOWN
OSCAN OS
11.1111111 SAWS

CHUCK HUTTON CO.

NOTES
$8522
INCLUSION'

TAX

48 YEARS WITS DODGE

1170 UNION AV&

2714143

Clip the coupon
and register
at any one of the listed locations

LOCATIONS
Bellevue at Mclemore
Hollywood at Chelsea

!address

ONLY

, La mar at Airways
I Phone

57c OR

2 for 1°°

Best Buy In Town!

REGISTER
August 21 thru August 28

Drawing 9 pm on last day
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A Point
Of View
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ATLANTA BRAVES,
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PAitse...iils PURPOSE:
ro KeEP'SATCH IN
ACTIVE BASEBALL
LONG ENOUGH TO
QUALIFY FOR VG
LEAGUE PENSION
PLAN.

' Mr. Patterson's welcome for
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
the city was very appropriate.
SCLC UNDERTONES
SubseripUon rates: One year, $6; six months, $3 50, (2-year special Sub.
The Southern Christian Lead- But the boss of the show
ership Conference's convention was Dr. Abernathy. This is
scrIption rate $10) The Th-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
.. .the 11th. . .held in Memphis pointed out advisedly. True,
=solicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday by the New
last week. . .August 14-17, was there was the emotion-stirring
Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid at Memphis, Tennessee,
an extra special event fox the singing of the SCLC youth choir
Under'Act of March 2, 1879.
city of Memphis It was I con- and various soloists True, there
vened in Memphis just a little were spirit-shaking remarks
National Advertising Representatives
over four months following the by various other speakers. But
assassination of Dr. Martin it was Reverend Abernathy who
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
Luther King Jr., in Memphis. asserted himself as a leader
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
It was held here at the time in unequivocal terms at one of
when Doctor King's alleged the opening sessions of the
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the 'Tri-State Area.
assassin was lodged in jail convention. He established a
only a stone's throw from the lot of points.
convention leaders' headquarters. It was held in Memphis First, he proved that he
when the sanitation workers has something of the oratorical
strike that had so many re- fervor of a top black Baptist
percussions for the group was preacher, such as Dr. King
still sending up fumes of un- possessed. Some 2,000 folk
edged on the verge of open
rest.
The convention was held in shouting when Dr. Abernathy
the
high-point of
Memphis while there was still reached
There is virtually nothing in the Re-i improve to any measurable degree. Noin the public's mind his report to the convention.
question
a
publication performance at Miami to. where did he stress justice as a primary
as to whether or not the "Poor He proved that he knows what
comfort those who had hoped for a re- condition to law and order. People will
People's March" on Washing- lit takes to arouse followship
had any real meaning, and among the grassroot Negroes of
ton
constructed party along the moral im- not respect unjust laws, nor will they
people were still debating America.
while
peratives of today's crucial events. The' stand for police brutality however sewhether or not Dr. Ralph David Some folk say he is too miliGOP platform and Presidential nominee vere may be the penalty.
Abernathy was a worthy and tant. But in his address
he
Richard M. Nixon's acceptance speech
adequate successor to the lead- pointed out that the problems
The platform was a conglomeration
ership of the Southern Chris- he faces and the techniques for
were both tragically disappointing. Neiof partisan criticism, pious hopes and
handling them, call for a harder
tian Leadership Conference.
ther showed any fre8h outlook on the
It is not an odd coincidence line. . .even in a non-violence
a ie
gilded expectations. It ignored the basic
titanic problems that face the nation.
that the Memphis Police De- program. T h e
social causes of the turmoil of our time,
partment p e r sonnel began bought that. It meant that
Old line political leaders had their way
and its theme showed that the GOP leawearing helmets instead of the Abernathy was "in". It meant
as they were determined to go along
usual caps during the conven- that they were accepting the
dership is not morally equipped to grapwith politics as usual.
tion. It is to be expected that idea that "new situations call
ple with the multitude of baffling proa variety of rumors swept the for new approaches". • .the
Nixon is the same old Nixon whose blems within the framework of a free
city. . .to the effect that this Abernathy approach.
choice of Gov. Spiro T. Agnew of Mary- society.
or that group of black militants The convention decided to
had plans for i• )-rooting the attack several of the harder
land as his Vice-Presidential running
Today the clash between Republican
town. . .so flat "Memphis "sore points" of American
mate is a reaffirmation of a racial mood, traditionslism and the pulse of country
would pay for Dr. King's as- life as it affects the Negro.
which would employ brute force to are once more in evidence. The Goldsassination". A lot of Memph- Through "Operation Breadbastans, black and white, got set bet" they mean to do somesmother black voices crying out for jus- water evangelism of reaction and antifor the blow-up. The police as- thing drastic about the Negro's
tice and equity. Agnew showed no sym- racial minorities is still the party's guidsumed a demeanor of deadly economic situation.
pathy whatever for black militants who ing articles of faith.
courtesy.
But nothing happened except They mean to follow through
fought for slum improvements. He orThere is nothing to inspire confidence
a terrific convention. According on Dr. King's emphasis on updared them crushed without any com- i that the Republican Party that emerged
to veteran observers, it was grading the Negro's participunction or mercy by the police and the from the Miami conclave will be able to
the biggest convention in SCLC pation in politics in America
history. Over 1,400 registered . . .all over the country. They
Maryland National Guard.
'free itself from the strait-jacket into
delegates were present. Some mean for Negroes to register
Nixon insists that law and order must which it has been confined by the Old
three to five thousand persons and vote. . .meaningfully.
first prevail before progress can be Guard.
were present at each of the They are accepting the allegeneral meetings. The local gation of advocating a "hardmade. In both theory and practice this
It showed no concern for the plight
and national communication er line" for the civil rights
amounts to the harsh order of "shoot of the black people. In fact it proves once Ralph McGill, in an analysis ment $396.2 million in federal!are men in Congress who re- media,
newspapers, radio, and movement as they see it. They,
data contained in a recent grants — $128.3 million more
first" bath,. listening to grievances. His more by its action that it does not need of
Abernathy told
publication by the Tax Founda- than she put in. Georgia re- ceive thousands of dollars — television gave close and in- as Doctor
this reporter, are accepting a
acceptance speech gave no warrant that the Negro vote to capture the White tion, points out that the states ceived more than any other some as much $150.000 a year tense coverage.
that cry the loudest about fed- Southern state. The article — for not tilling the land or Nationally known celebrities harder line because they mean
under his leadership the Negro lot would House.
eral intrusion in the affairs of states: "Only six other South- for not growing crops. This is were present. Only thing lack- to "work harder", on those
the states are the ones that ern states received more than a handout to the rich. Many of ing was much official represen- areas which are most impormilk the federal government $3000 lmniadi. Louisaian n1
the same men who are making tation from the city of Memphis tant to Negro progress.
the most. They are the states paid $208 million in taxes and more htis way than if they The one city official who really One SCLC spokesman was
that want all federal money for had $379.3 million in aid. Ken- were planting crops will cry hit the groove for welcom- asked whether or not he conthe people in the state to be tucky paid $173.3 million in out to high heaven against ing the convention was Atty. siders his organization the
turned over to them to man- taxes and received $347 mil- any program designed to give J. 0. Patterson, youthful and "Number One" civil rights
age. And more and more the lion in grants North Carolina'adequate food and nutrition to forthright member of the City organization as of today. His
South is having its way. Pre- paid $283.5 million in taxes and!the South's poor. A part of this 1 Council, and apparently thelanswer was an unhesitating
viously, several states have had aid funds totalling $330.1 is racism. • Since so many of first Negro (he's unopposed) in "Yes"
wanted control of federal mon- million., No one hollers as the poor are Negroes, they the Tennessee State Senate. What do you think'
A nationwide program designed to groes and whites. Increased Negro dis- ey
so they could discriminatel
against the federal gov- fight the program because theyi
alleviate the existing interracial crisis enchantment with the establishment is against Negroes. I still trust loudly
ernment as former Governor do not want Negroes to have'
in the United States and to diminish the expressed in impatience and anger when the federal government for of Alabama, George Wallace. adequacy.
in distributing money And yet, in 1967, Alabama paid It is like the old African proriot potential of our innercity and sub- civil rights laws and proverty programs equity
more than I do the state gov- the federal government in verb: Full belly child says to
urban ghettos is proposed by a noted i do riot produce immediate, concrete ernments, especially some of taxes $181.7 million and receiv- empty
belly child, "Be of good
social psychologist in a recent issue of changes in day to day living. Intense the Southern states.
ed $326.2 million — $144.5 more cheer!" I suspect the congressthe American Journal of Orthopsychia- mutual distrust and fear underly trig- McGill points out that 32 than she put in. How ironical men and others who do what
DR kARL 8 Shillt7 t4
states paid less to the federal for these states to rave against they can to prevent the feedtry.
gering incidents which provoke open con- treasury than they received. the federal government!
'N. D."0 Vtruntlr, Infonstaltappelitttisort Women is pAitai•
ing of the poor are "good"
ea* aid tie* peep?, 5 which tine he me Neer* orsekte
Louis S. Levine, visiting professor of flict and rioting.
The other 18 states pay to the It has been brought out on churchmen and stand high in
ewes tr#4ch *soy be beneficial to oath et sec ntfena•Re
federal treasury more than several occasions that it is the the community and are big'
psychology at Yeshiva University in New
.W Smite& at ***ties
ithr. TellP guttgioits sod tvontiiiil
The community centers are designed they receive. They help carry Southern congressmen who shots in their local churches.
111 opprirchteell.
York, blueprints details of a plan to esto meet minority group needs which go the load for the 32 states that fight hardest against aid to the Someday the poor will rise up
In spite of the fact that we do not know the cause
tablish 400 community-centers in innerless than they receiv e. poor or against increasing aid in an effort to throw off their
and employment: ". .. pay
welfare
beyond
is
a
yet
example,
it
Georgia,
battle
poverty
paid
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for
will
and
be
the
poor.
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cancer the effective means of cancer management
cities, locally sponsored, controlled and
govern- the need to exercise control over the de- taxes to the federal govern. well known fact that there terrific.
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South Screams Loudest

a

MY VIEW

Curbing Riot Potential

known. Cancer can be treated with surgery,
funded directly by the Federal
relate to one's own resources
radiation therapy, hormonal and chemotherapy. The
ment, and initiate a massive educational cisions that
latter two methods of management are primarily if not
program to change the behavior and be- in ways that offer promise of a future
solely palliative and not curative. Although there are
lief systems of white Americans toward return."
To successfully fulfill these basic
a few contrary cases usually an early cancer diagnosis
Negroes and other racial minorities.
must
operate
center
community
needs
a
and effective treatment spells good or beneficial reat
San
psychology
professor
of
As
full
control.
The
residents
in
with
local
sults.
The lay public must know and detect the early
leave),
Francisco State College (now on
may
center
board
community
elected
signs
of
cancer and immediate evaluation by your phyDr. Levine was involved in a field study
available
advice
sophisticated
on
draw
sician.
"San Francisco and Civil Rights" conducted in 1964-1965. The study, made from university, social agency and
The danger signs of cancer are as follows:
with the assikance of the Center for the government, but final selection of proA. A "skin sore which does not heal": An ulStudy of Democratic Institutions, the gram and personnel must remain with
cer or a "break in the skin which fails to
mother
between
and Since nurseries are built as
PORTLAND, ORE. — (UPI) tion
Anti-Defamation League and San Fran: the community itself.
heal should be investigated by a biopsy of
part of maternity ward, nearly
Splendid as this plan seems to be from —Susan, age 6, Lisa, 5, and daughters.
cisco State College, provides some of the
the area so that a definitive diagnosis can
Patty, 3, their eyes wide with, Both the eh''ren's visit to
basis for Dr. Levine's analysis of Our ra- the point of iew of its structure and excitement, took turns looking, their brand new sister and their all s'oungsters have been prebe made. In many of these cases numerous
practicable features, the Federal govern- through the kid-level window almost-visit with their mother vented from seeing new sisters
cial crisis.
ointment, salves, etc. have been applied
at their two-day-old sister.
a r e regular occurrences at and brothers until mother,
He sees increased militant and aggres- ment has not yet seen to give it a try.
without
complete healing.
That visit over, they went!Woodland, located in a subur-brings the baby home from the!
sive attitudes among Negroes as stem- This program, we believe, might just outside Woodland Park Hos- ban area just east of here. The hospital. Doctors generally'
B. A palpable breast mass: One of the comming from a growing social and econo- prove to be the precise therapy for the pital and stood beneath a win- hospital planned it that way. agree that's hard on the kids.
mon malignancies of the female is cancer
dow for a brief chat with their "This is a family centered Woodland officials solve at
mic gap between the majority of Ne- ghetto ills.
of the breast. Every discrete breast mass

Hospital Has Found How
To Be 'Nice To The Kids'

British View On U.S. Riots
Looking at the latest outbreaks of The most hopeful way of achieving this
racial violence in the United States, the is to keep as many as possible of those
Landon Times notes that the major citizens working within the demoractic
riots, this year, have taken place in institutions of the country.
Washington, Cleveland and Gary. These
"When Mr. Stokes in Cleveland and
are the three main cities with black
Mr.
Hatcher in Gary were elected last
mayors. But the paper says it must not
with bled( and white votes,
autumn
be overlooked that they are also the
were given a new lease of
cities
their
cities which are among urban centers
This
hope should not be dissihope.
with the highest concentration of Neactions of an unrepresentapated
by
the
groes and consequently of the least priwithin
the minority."
few
tive
vileged. The Times says in its editorial
While these observations are emicopunent:
'The majority of citizens in the Uni- I nently correct. with its growing racial
rir;iirn, it would seem, needs
ted States would prefer to live in a society of racial cooperation and amity.1 this counsel heiseli.

mother, Mrs. Edmond Mor- hospital," explains its admini-least part of the problem by
rison, of Portland.
building its nursery unit facing
strator, A. Eugene Brim,
No nurse turned them away. State law here, as in many a corridor outside the maternNo doctor shooed Mrs. Mor- states, prohibits children un-ity ward. The next step was
rison back to bed. No ad- der 16 from visiting a matern-to put in a window at a level
ministrator slammed the win- 1 ity ward or pediatrics unit of a
four-year-old
could
see
dow to shut off the conversa- a hospital.
through. The kids flocked in.

AMA Under Criticism
The American Medical Association
was under sharp criticism by some of the
delegates at the San Francisco convention for its failure to outlaw racial bias
in its Southern medical society affiliates.
Some six Southern states continue to deny membership in their local medical societies to nearly a thousand Negro physicians.
A subcommittee of the AMA House
of Delegates discussed a fairly mild proposal by the Massachusetts Medical So-

ciety to amend AMA by-laws to state:
That national or local membership may
not be denied on account of race or creed.
And that the AMA's Judicial Council, if
it finds discrimination exists, may recommend to the House of Delegates that
the said medical association involved bet
dropped from AMA affiliation.
It remains to be seen whether the
proposals will be carried out. Or the
AMA has the mechanism with which to
enforce is will.

should be excised and investigated with
the microscope by a pathologist. Every female should carefully examine her breast
each month after her menses. A nipple
discharge should be investigated by your
physician.
C. Hematuria: Blood in the urine whether
gross or microscopic should be investigated
by complete urological studies.
D. Cronic cough with or without hemoptysis:
A prolonged cough in a smoker or nonsmoker should be evaluated by a complete
physical examination and suggested diagnosis studies namely, Chest X-ray, Papsmear, Bronchoseopy, AU. Coughing blood
or hemoptysis excites the individual and
may be very significant and symptomatic
of and ulcerating lesen of the bronchial
tubes.
E. Rectal bleeding: This manifestation may
be noted as bright red blood or black or
dark stools. A rectal examination supplemented by sigmoidoscopy and barium enema are essential.
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but also as a composer, and
arranger, has chosen to salute
four - piano greats. namely
Oscar Peterson, Ramsey Lewis,
George Shearing and Errol
Garner. Higgins decided on
Eddie, a very accomplished
these four particular pianists
musician not only as a pianist,
because they are the top jazz
piano names today, they are
yearly attractions at London
House and they all have very
distinct sounds.

1428 James, attends Hamilton School and is in 9th
grade; Robert White 323 E
Dixie Mall, 11th grade and
Charles Oglesby of 702 Gennette and attends Walker
school and is in the 5th
grade. Not shown are Vernard Foster of 2875 Broad
serving the
Binghamton
Area; Willie Partee 679
Hamilton Orange Mound
area. (Photo by Continental)

Miss Jaunita Johnson To
Wed Capt. Micheal L Gilbert

JUANITA JOHNSON

BACK TO
SCHOOL

Jothien

FIRST NATIONAL

BANKAMERICARO

•wifleemehle.

B cLoTT41:::JEZ.

Gunmetal gray patent looked
, very new and chic, especially
when buckled in silver.

1911
S. Third

Lamar-Air:cc%
Shopping Cent.l.

The main change evident
!during the haute couture showings was a predominance of
black instead of last year's
winter browns.

Sonthgnte
Shopping 4-cnter

Open Every Kite TiI9
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PRICES 1001 II FOLLOWING
STORES ONLY
1111 SI. BELLEVUE - 11cLEMORE & BELL
1117 Si. 3rd - SOITNIATE CENTER
IIMM"

COMPOSITION BOOKS
60 COUNT
WIRE BOUND
490 VALUE

270
18°
21'
12°

294 VALUE
8 PENCILS

CRAYOLA ® CRAYON

Fridayug.30th
MEMPHIS MEMORIAL STADIUM

NEW YORK JETS
vs.
CINCINNATI BENGALS
8:00 P.M. FRIDAY
AUGUST 30th

24 COUNT
39¢ VALUE

BIC ® BALLPOINT
PEN
194 VALUE

FILLED BINDER
BLUE
CANUAS BINDER
PAPER-INDEX
DICTIONARY
CARRY ALL
$2.80 VALUE

1•111k.•

TICKETS NOW
ON SALE

All
Proceeds
from This Gam•
Will B. Used to
Assure The Suc.
cos: of An Over-

STADIUM BOX OFFICE OPEN
SOX 051105 OPEN
IP A.M. TO 4:30 P.M. M014.410.
A.M. TO I P.M. SAT.

BOX
SEAT

Deadline for the receipt of
PARIS — ( UPI) — This win- applications is Sept. 27. Apter, women can get away with , plicants will be required to
wearing last season's shoes bring a work to be performed
and still look as stylishly shod with orchestra, which they plan
as models in many a haute
' couture salon.

So footwear played a much
,less important part in the fashion picture than it has in other
Iseasons.

** 5c TO $1 1)0 STORES ••

PENCIL PAK
For School

•

The reason: Delivery delays
caused by the upheaval of the
; May-June "revolution" held-up
production of accessories ordered by some designers for
openings of their new collections.

T. G. It;
COUPON

Shoe Shapes

Sharkskin Silk & Wool
S6495

At Illsdisex

interpretation.
Calvin E. Burton, a member
An outstanding artist, Eddie
of the Urban League, has been
has
enjoyed great success as
appointed administrator, Equal
Employment Opportunity Pro- an Atlantic recording artist.
grams, Personnel Department, His initial recording "Souiero"
National Broadcasting Coin- was so impressive that a second
pany, it was announced today album, "The Piano of Eddie
by David J. Gardam Jr., Di- Higgins with the Richard Evans
Orchestra," was released.
rector, Personel, NBC.
Burton will be responsible Higgins will be cutting a
for coordinating NBC's activi- new album during this enties in the area of minority gagement recorded live from
group employment and will the London House on the Ranalso supervise the company's wood label. The album will
hard-core employment program entitled, "Eddie Higgins Salutes
The London House Greats."
Before joining NBC, Burton
had been with RCA since Jan- Of the Eddie Higgins stylings,
uary, 1965. He started as an Sid McCoy says: "Eddie Higgins is a musician, secure in
Employment
R e c ruiter
in
RCA's Harrison, N.J., Elec- his craft, free to follow his
inclination in music." J. C.
tronic
Component
Division. Thomas
adds that Higgins
From June, 1966, to January,
"turns out some of the tough1967, he participated in the
est (as well as most tender)
RCA
C o r porate
Personnel
Training Program as a trainee Jazz in town."
in Wage and Salary Admini- Next at London House
will
stration, Labor Relations, Em- be the Mongo Santa maria Septployment, and
Organization et for three weeks beginning
and Development. From Jan- September 10 through Septemuary, 1967, until joining NBC, ber- 29.
he was Administrator . of Direct Hire Programs for RCA's During the Eddie Higgins
I College Relations staff in Cher- engagement, Carol Coleman
Trio will provide the music on
ry Hill, N.J.
Monday and Tuesday evenings
' Burton is a graduate of
• • •
Morgan State College, Baltimore, Md. where he received Applications are being a
a Bachelor of Arts degree in cepted for soloisst for the
., political science in 1964. While Civic Orchestra's concerts next
I at Morgan State, he lettered season. Irwin Hoffman, acting
in football and track for four music director of the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, the Civic
years.
Burton is married to the Orchestra's parent organizaformer Karen Eubanks. They tion, announced that auditions
have one daughter. Caleen. 4. will be held early in October.
and reside in Willingboro, N.J. The Civic Orchestra, the
Chicago Symphony's official
Itraining body, will observe
its 50th Season in 1968-69. Civic
alumni make up more than 60
per cent of the current Chicago Symphony membership.
Gordon Peters, principal percussionist of the Chicago Symphony, is administrator of the
Civic Orchestra.

Endorse Many

SUITS starting $24" UP

2272
Lamar

plans on playing
that are most associated
Black To Equal songs
with the artist and in their
respective unique styles. Eddie
will then follow with his own
Chance Post
style of the song and a verbal

Designers

from
Jackets
sr $19"
Sportcoats ....s1490-531"
Sweaters SP° S12"

-no-or

.1

Higgins

121.
aeveland

- • ••

to play with the Civic Orches- ed to audition Thursday, Oct.
tra 11 they win the evades.
3, with string players scheduled
Deeause of previous soloist for Saturday, Oct. 5. Final audicommitments, no auditions for tions will be held Thursday,
pianists or singers will be Oct. 10.
heard this mason
Applications may be obtaine
All auditions will be heard by writing the Civic Orchestra
from 2 to 5 p.m. on the given .offices at Orchestra Hall, 229
dates in the -basement of S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Orchestra Hall. Wind and per- 60604 For further information
evades applicants are schedul- ,call 427-0362.

NBC Appoints

No Charge For
ALTERATIONS

-4 4 4
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Chicago's popular Eddie Biggins and his trio take over the
starrial role at the famed
London House when he presents
his salute to the Landon House
greats for two weeks beginning Wednesday, August 211.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson of 585 Walnut have announced the engagement of
their daughter. Miss Juanita
Johnson, to U.S. Air Force
Capt. Michael L. Gilbert.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rochester Gilbert of Tampa, Fla.
Miss Johnson is a graduate
of Booker T. Washington High
School and received the bachelor of science degree from LeMoyne College. She is presently a teacher in Sacramento,
California.
The future bridegroom is a
graduate
of
Florida
A&M
University, a member of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and
is presently stationed at McClellan AFB, Calif., where he
is a crypto maintenance officer.
The wedding will take place
on Saturday. August 24, at the
Pentecostal Temple Church of
God in Christ.

VI

DEFENDER

Musical Forecast

Pictured above are the winners of the Tri-State Deferder newsboys selling contest. Each of the young
men is a businessman in
his own right. The young
men are (bottom to top)
James Osborne of 367 II
Butler and attends Porter
High School; Robert and
Michael Williams, 1008 S.
Summerville, they attend
Thomas School and are in
Ith grade; Elroy Stoles

-•-4 **

RESERVED
SEATS

$12"
$600

•

FILLER PAPER
500 COUNT
FIRST QUALITY
980 VALUE

all Sports Pro.
grant for MEMPHIS and the

Mid.South.

COUPON

TENNIS SHOES
ALL SIZES

MO
NO
NE
DO
Y
WN
First Payment April 1969
All FRIGIDAIRE Air Conditioners Must Go
Some Floor Models, Display Models, Loaners, Few
1968 Mod•ls, 1969 Models, All Carry S Year
Factory Warranty ... One Year Free Service

5,000 BTU to 24,000 BTU
FRIGIDAIRE

FRIGIDAIRE

FRIGIDAIRE

AIR CONDITIONER

AIR CONDITIONER

AIR CONDITIONER

Shoes are changing, nevertheless, even if it was obvious.
that an outfit could look very ,
smart with a classic pair of
black pumps.

63'

$2.39 VALUE

$187

SCHOOL SOCKS
BOYS & GIRLS
PACKAGE OF 4
$1.17 VALUE

17'

LUNCH BOXES
WITH THERMOS
BRIGHTLY DECORATED
$2.69 VALUE

IMMO

RIGHT GUARD
5,000 IITU Model 41-511(
•

12,000 STU
14•11•1 AP-12304

18,700 STU
Model A-1031N

FRIGIDAIRE FRIGIDAIRE FRIGIDAIRE
AIR CONDITIONER

AIR CONDITIONER BIG "WORKHORSE"
AIR CONDITIONER

1340
6,000 BTU Mddel AEC*6/11.. 12,000 BTU Model A-1 23111. 24,000 ITU Model/1
.2430RA
WHY WORRY? LET US

MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
WITH MEMPHIS

s*.

SUPER SOIL "DJ'S"
7200

Cot Oinkli.
t• CA•M.

A .161

77'

DELSEY BATHROOM
TISSUE
PACKAGE OF 2
REG. 47e

NIGHT(7nd DAY

.1Imsz Kid •
P.M. to 12,00

SPRAY DEODORANT
FAMILY SIZE
$1.49 VALUE

Obit n* Oiliest/4nel

Yon, 1144etrie•I Wiring Preporly 1..1.11 Year Air ConiAtioniir. S•Il `hoe the
Proper Air Ceiriditi•ner Vise N••111 •nd
CiiriiMn• Alt
On• I•iy•t•-n•y
Coatract.

Order by Phone
Immediate
Delivery

ROOM SIZE RUGS
X 11',i'
FOAM BACKED
$1100
REG. $18.95
COUPON

I WHITEHAVEN

3 oo

Ai P•ot ,"•
P.M. to 100 P.M

"

Avery F. Davis
9:00 A.M. tre 1:00 P.M.

FRAYSER

LAMAR

ALL 4 STORES ARE OPEN EACH NIGHT Ill 9

SHEAFFER ® CARTRIDGE
PEN
7 FREE CARTRIDGES
$1.49 VALUE
COUPON

51'

w
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CAN YOU USE

Black Leaders Deny
called
Troops
Exodus;

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MOH

n
..OIC

A TIONS

W00101
g.11

511'
SISIVIti

Gov. Samuel Shapiro Tues. However, a report that sev- ence were among those leavday ordered the Adjutant Gen- eral leaders of the Southern ing town was denied by a
eral of the state of lllinois to Christian Leadership Confer- spokesman of the organization.
call National Guard troops to
active duty for the Democratic
•
National convention in Chicago
THE
DEFENDER NEWSSTAND
TRI-STATE
next week.

M111111111111111111111

Shapiro ordered Maj. Gen.'
Leo F. Boyle "to call up such
troops as are necessary to aid
civil authorities in order to preserve life, property and mainthin order in the city of Chicago in connection with disorders
in that city."
In explaining his order, Gov.
Shapiro said:
"I took the action in calling
out the National Guard after
conferring with a number of
people, including Mayor Daley,
who requested the troops.
"Saturday I met with State

PLANNING FOR TSU COEDS—A bevy of Tennessee
State University leaders
are planning for women of
the university for the new

Ad Gen. Leo Boyle and Brig.
Gen. Richard P. Dunn, who
heads our emergency operadon headquarters.
Gov. Shapiro continued by
saying:
"I hope and pray that these
troops do not have to take to
the streets of Chicago but they
would be ready if they have to.
The people of the state of Illinois will not tolerate violence
as a tool of political action.
"It is our hope," he added,
Rock; Sylvia Eubanks, "that
when Orientation Week
national convention
Chattanooga; Claudean Coo. of one the
starts Sept. 16. From left
of
our
first political parand
Judith
per,
Memphis;
are Barbara Greer, Stanton
ties
will
not
be
marred by such
Ann Johnson, Lexington Ky. violence.
Sandra M. Turner, Little
"We hope our militia will act
as a strong deterrent. If not
and low motivation among its ed president elect, and will a deterrent, it will be a ready
take office at the end of the force to protect the lives of all
members, she said.
Mrs. Mattelia Grays, a Hous- I 1970 meeting. Other officers people."
It has been reported that
ton school principal, was nam- were installed immediately.
several black _civil rights
leaders are leaving the city
convention week for fear "they
will be arrested" by Chicago
police or federal agents in a
mass roundup.

school year, and leaders of
the W o men's Advisory
Board will hold a workshipseminar before welcoming
new stuents on campus
—
-

Negro Heritage Gets
AKA Sorors' Support Three Honored During

DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Lea*
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527.8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemor•
948-4576
Pres. & Del. Services
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 — 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chefs**
276.2588
Pres. & Del.
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S tEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-1N
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276.9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.

BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Avenuit
BALL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdate
526.9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 can
,
12 pon•
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE.IN
3199 Ford Road
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324.9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemor•
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vanc• Avenue

KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollontin•
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silv•ropo
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town Newspapers
ION. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service

JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Avenue
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
PARK KWICK PRIVE INN GRO.
2268 Pork Ave.
BELLE VUE 7 11 DRIVE INN GPO.
1804 S. Bellevue
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GRO.
3540 Weaver Rd.

TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY 303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLemore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road

POST OFFICE •
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG #2
209 Beale
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.

WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Ch•Isia
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell

ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Comes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948.4531

Chattanooga OES meet

members i Chicago City College said the
hundred
Fifteen
of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority ideology of white supremacy
began leaving Dallas. Satur- has distorted past teaching of The Excelsior Grand Chap-'ship, Dr. H. Ralph Jackson and
day, after pledging themselves America history. This cannot ter of the Order of the Eastern ] Rev. James Lawson, Jr., for
to strengthen the Negro hen- be remedied by merely assign- Star, Tennessee Jurisdiction, their participation in the setlug a quota of black heroes to witnessed one of the best ses-Itlement of the sanitation strike
tage and the Negro family.
text books. nor by creating a sions in its history at the New in Memphis last spring. The
The members, all college separate,- black history, he
Zion Baptist Church at Chat- awards were presented by Rev.
trained women, and their lam- said.
B.L. Hooks of Memphis.
Aug. 5-7.
Aanooga
ilies, left Dallas more than, Mr. Weinberg declared the
half a mink* dollars richer manner of studying the Ameri- A banquet was held in the On Tuesday evening the
trhough their spending for food, can past must be rethought to Read House on Monday night Ways and Means Committee
lodging
entertainment,
and - reflect the relationships of and was highlighted by pre- entertained the group with a
shopping- Several hundred went, blacks and whites in every sentation of awards to C. C. fashionette, with both summer
on to the Hemisfair in San An- 1 period. He is a teacher and Kisnzer for 40 years member- and fall attire modeled. Cochairmen of the affair were
tonio. and others traveled to' author, and edits "Integrated -Mrs. Mattie Morris of ChatMexico.
Education," a journal which
tanooga and Mrs. Rosetta
At its closing sessions Fri- has received a grant from Al.
Smith of Memphis.
day, the sorority heard a lec- I Pha Kappa Alpha, as well as'
ture quest ioning whether support from the Ford and
teaching about the Negro's Field foundations.
NAACP MEETS SUNDAY
past should be integrated into Dr. Hale, who began her
general history or presented second two-year term as presiMrs. Carrie Ligons and Mrs. The Memphis Branch NAACP
separately. The group also dent, Saturday, announced a
will hold its regular monthly
Lorean Nelson have opened
for
officers
the
selected
next national conference next year, new floral and gift shop
meeting at 4:00 p.m. on Sunat
two years, and named a stic- under Alpha Kappa Alpha au846 S. Wellington, and wedding day, August 25 at Mt. Olive .
cessor to Dr. Larzette G. Hale spices to study the effects of
1CME Church, Linden and Lauas president in 1970. Greater, discrimination and poverty on and funeral flowers will be a derdale.
specialty.
Kansas City (Mo.) was chosen Negro family life.
as the site of the 44th national, Experts in education, sociolo- Cash discounts will be given Reverend T. M. Davis will]
on all flower purchases. There give inspirational
remarks.'
meeting.
gy. medicine, and other fields is a wide variety of gifts.
All members and friends are
Meyer Weinberg, coordinator' will seek answers to the probThere are also potted plants Invited to be present.
.
of the Innovation Center aUlems of instability of the family
and free gift wrapping.

FREE NEW
QUALITY
STAMPS

Flower And Gift

CATALOGUE

Shop Is Opened

GENE
BERRETTA

FRANK
LIBERTO

MOTORS
"Nation's Cleanest Cars
at the Nation's Lowest Prices"

Pick Up Yours Today At Your Big Star Store
DASH
OR. Detergent
Giant 49 a
with coupon below and $5 additional purchase

U.S.
No.1 RED
10 lb.
with coupon below and $5 additional purchase

s PLAY TV'EXCITIRG MUSIC & MONE
-

ee

*3

rs„ 500

These Top
Salesmen

ENE
RE1

3 1965 Chevrolet Impala 2-dr. Hardtop
$1,495
Air
Extra clean
Bel
1 1965 Chevrolet
$1,095
3 1965 Mustangs-Fully equipped-Auto. Trans
$1,395 •
1 1963 Cadillac Convertible-Fully Fact.Equipped
$1,495.1

"UP YOU WORK YOU RIDE"

114 So. TIN

It

W

If you like music...

CHANNEL 5
WMC-TV
7:30 P.M.
SUNDCT NIGHT

ROY THOMAS, Rep.

JIMMY LAWRENCE,
Rep.

WIN
up to

See Either of

Repossessed:
1 1966 Jaguar XKE-Pay 3 Notes:,$89.72
Double Sharp
Take up balance
2 1962 T. Bird Convs.-Fully Factory Equipped
$895
1 1963 Mercury-Nice Second Car
$495
WEEKS SPECIAL
$1,995
1 1968 Mustang

''W11 FINANCE EVERYBODY"

treet
Tel. 1
Memphis, Tennessee .

U.S. NO.•1
RED
POTATOES
10 LB. BAG 19(

\05

With this cbupon amid $6
additinnal parcheise excluding toborco m4I, en* (roeen milk products. One coupoi to a bunny. Mxpires
AUG.

27

411

money...and fun ... and
games ... and stars ...
"Win with the Stars" is
the sh cw for you! It is a
sh cm; the whole family
can enjoy so pick up
y air FREE Game Card
at your Fav -ctite BIG
STAR! AND YOU MAY RE

DASH or TIDE
DETERGENT
39

49 oz.

VA titre coupon and 15
oddltloriol purchase,•xclud
ing tobacco, milk, and
Iros,sn milk products. One
coupon to a family. Expires
August
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Soil Conservationist
Gets New Assignment

cash the difference between the to serve as a volunteer in a A — There certainly Is. The tween 9:00 a.m. and 5:1111
amount on the Veterans Ad. VA hospital but My free time
Veterans Administration Volun- There are all kinds of jobs to
ministration Certificate of Aphours
tary Service can use help just be done. Check with your beat
praisal and the actual selling is limited to a couple of
during the middle of the day. about any hour of the day, any I VA hospital. Your interest and
price of the house
month for a mingle veteran In
I assistance will be most appreIs there a need for volunteer
ciated.
generally
beweek,
Q
—
I
the
day
of
would
like very much help during these odd hours?
full-time training) from the
Veterans Administration while
completing high school. This
allowance will not be charged
against your full entitlement to
11244.111 PEALE ST.
college level training under the
G. I. Bill.
MONEY TO LOAN

The Veterans' Corner
EDITOR'S NOTE: Below are
authoritative answers by the
Veterans
Administration
to
some of the many current
questions from former servicemen and their families. Further information on veterans
benefits may be obtained at
any VA office,

NASHVILLE — Ohne L. Idas- 4
frigate, specialist on the SCSI,
program Services staff, has!
been reassigned as assistant to t
the State Conservationist, ac- V
cording to J. R. Sasser, head
of SCS in Tennessee.
Mr. Masingale is a veteran of
16 years with the Soil Conservation Service.

EPSTEIN

Q — Can I buy a particular
Q — When I get out of serv- house I would like under the
ice I'll still have to finish highG. I. loan program even though
school. Would it be smart for the seller insists on getting
me not use my G. I. Bill edu- more than the VA appraisal
cation and training entitlement price?

A native of Jefferson, Texas,
he graduated from Central
High School at Jefferson, Texas, then earned a bachelor of
science degree in agriculture
from Southern University at
Baton Rouge, Louisiana in 1952.
He was transferred to Thomas.
town, Louisiana in 1953 where
he served until his assignment to Tennessee in 1964.

Page 9

while completing high school A — Yes you may, provided
so that I can have all of it' that you are willing to pay in
available for college?

A — There is no need to
"save" your entitlement for
Davis of Baker, Louisiana. college. Last year Congress
In his new position, Mr. Mas, passed a law permitting veteringale will provide state level They have two daughters, Glen- ans to receive an educational
leadership in assisting econo- da, 17; and Sonya, 11.
assistance allowance 0130
mically disadvantaged groups
and rural communities to improve and develop their natural resources for increased income and improved living
standards.
Special attention will be given to small farmers' rural
residents, community outdoor
recreation and beautification,
and rural community resource
planning.
"In carrying out his new assignment, he will work closely
with A & I State University
and other institutions, as well
as the USDA State and Regional Technical Action Panels."
Mr. Masingale is married to
the former Miss Eula Mae

THAINI'S
LOAN

LOAN OFFICE

ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges the Sake
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED

ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
,176 & 171 BIAL STREET SA 6.5300

j

GREAT
SCOTCH!

ONCE-A-YEAR BUYS
UMW

DEPARTMENT STORES
sew bukoh, moolempAdalifq

2.2-9

BOYS CASUAL
PERMANENT PRESS
NEVER NEED IRONING -

a
a
a
a
a

PAPER
33'
REG. 870

Classes Will
Help Students
Pass GED Test
The Shelby County Board Ri
Education has announced that
adult education classes designed to prepare students for the
General Education Development Test will be offered this
fall at three county schools, and
will prepare students for their
high school equivalency diploma.
To take the course, a student
must be no younger than 19,
must pay a tuition of $35.00.
Classes will be located at
Fairley, Kitchell and Westwood
High Schools. Registration will
be Aug. 26 and 27, and at
least 25 must register for the
program to start.
Classes meet from 6:30 p.m.
to 10 p.m. on Tuesday and
Thursday, and run for 18
weeks. Classes are scheduled
to begin on Aug 29.
1

5 HOLE
500
COUNT
WRITING

Le U 9.9 90 0 99 9 MU 23 U

$1"SIZES
PANTSWAIST

a

REGULAR & SLIM
a

REG. ;3.99 COUPON
6Thallas

easairs-wessiTts-VISTIFTITtaaaatiatior

-

BLACK
5 BLUE 2

-

4

1 RED

COMBINITION
4 1111
RING BINDER
/
2 in. ORGANIZERS
1 11
1 PACK
PAPER
1 PACK FILLER
TIOE
COMPOSITION BOOK
- EVERI
TIME
BOUND
flIST
1 COIL
PACK
/ WRITES
STUDENT BARGAIN

PEtiS
11

You're right...
it's light!
80 AND 86 PROOF 100% BLENDED SCOTCH
WHISKY IMPORTED BY MR. BOSTON
DISTILLER INC.. BOSTON. MASS.

° 1$i.t1;114°111
SO
AMMO
"4”1,"

SCHOOL

$141

BAGS
ANIP s sl"

killobtt

am Sill
MIDI
36-PACK PENCILS.
MEDIUM LEAD
EQUIPPED WITH
ERASERS
LONG LASTING
COMPARE Al $1.80

•

LikeSALE
and
.SIUDENI DESK $999
excitement.
•••you.
bet.
I

ASSORTED C
titAsa
OLORS IN
Mr
INCIIDES
LUNCH
WET
POUCH ON LOOK
'RUNT

-PACKED SPECIAL!
VALUE
WOOLCO

512.91
COMP ARE Al
ONLI
4 DAIS
11151ST ANT
ST AIN
a(
',WALNUT FINISH
ACCENTS
ID BRASSapproach to school work is
desk with
A practical
large drawersupplies.
hardsome,
this
shell to hold
room' -.- age

MEN'S PERMANENT PRESS
SHORT SLEEVE

SPORT
SHIRTS
BUTTON DOWN COLLARS
$150
WIDE SELECTION
NEVER NEED IRONING

REG. $3.39

COUPON

9241199999221_1.2_9_22022.109_2_22_244 124229.

\

MEN'S PERMANENT PRESS

MEN'S BULL

WALK SHORTS

DENIM JEANS

A WIDE SELECTION OF COLORS $15°
NEVER NEED IRONING
REG. $2.99 OR $3.99

REG $4.49 $299

?Minla

PERMANENT PRESS FAMOUS BRAND
NEVER NEED IRONING

COUPON

5100 PARK-

COUPON

1833 SO. THIRD

Low Financing
• Honest Pricer

• Free Service

RACING NIGHLY THRU
OCTOBER 17th

WOOLCO
STORES

• Satisfaction Guaranteed

• 90 Days Some as Cash
• You Deal Only With WOOle0

WEST MEMPHIS
ARKANSAS

1833 So. Third St. & Belz Blvd.
.

*

• No Trade In Needed

..

SOUTHGATE SKOPPING CENTER

, or 0—
'or-or 0
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kids, Los Angeles by herself
to visit her sister and brotherin-law, Barbara Ann and Rufus
Bolding and is just back from
Chicago where she joined Walter; Kyle (Mrs. Odell) Horton,
Velma Lois Jones, who's been
about her Regional Director
business for the Southeastern .
Region and attended the AKA
Houle in Dallas and afterwards
made a complete tour of
Mexico; Gloria Lindsey, Maria
Ign a t i us McEssien, from Arrington of Mobil was a close Pinkston, Ebony's Best Dressed
Nigeria, both students at South- personal friend of Dr. King.s and her picture along with
western University, along with We recall that when we were'several others was used in an
Miss Gwendolyn Williamtion,lhonored to meet Dr. King some ad in the New'York Times;
whose parents, Rev. and Mrs. years past Jackie was with us Joyce (Mrs. Howard) Pinkston
E. W. Williamson were at the and the conversation was about who with her kids, Paula, a
next table aonng with editor Henry Arrington. And Dr. King teen-age beauty, Howard Jr.,
and Mrs. McCann L. Reid; with his pheonomenal memory'and Gene are back from the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whalum, remembered this when he l Bahamas, Gladys (Mrs. EdMrs. Willie Nor man. Mrs. made his first visit here in' ward) Reed, who attended the
Maxine Hollingsworth Grady, March and mentionel it at hte r Medical Convention in HousEvelyn
eookno•A••••460mv.00••4
our cousin, Mrs. Rhetaugh Lorraine where plans were,ton with her mate,
01.
•
41,••••••*••••••1110•••••41,••■••41/0~10000
William)
Robertson,
(Mrs.
the
for
made
for
being
just
in
the convention
Dumas, who flew
M o dean (Mrs. Harry A.)
dinner, she's Chairman of that has just past.
Thompson and yours truly.
Psychiartic Nursing at Yale Mrs. Clark and a group of
of the group.
University and a member of ladies hold memorial services predy
the City Board of Education of'to •br. King every Sunday at CONGRATS TO — Mrs.
New Haven; Milton Clark and the Lorraine in front of the Charles P. Roland who chalked
up twenty-five years on the
Howard Davis, who're Vice- Toom wher ehe was slain.
ERMA LEE LAWS
faculty of LeMoyne College
Presidents fo the New Breed
Our thanks to Frances (Mrs. and is now enjoying gardenIndustries who also came just'
Hooks who came to the ing flowers and vegetables plus
Ben)
st ron g; Mrs. Ralph David
were
for the convention. They
showing aerly enough to give keeping up with her chur
New
a
quiet
spoken
Abernathy,
in
attired
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Awards Are Presented Memphians At Meeting
The 38th Hioiudal Convention stakes, first, second and third
of Colored Women's Club, Inc., prizes.
was held Aug. 3-10 at the PalThe Southeastern Regional
mer House in Chicago. The won the Special Awards trotheme of the meeting was phy again for 1968-70, and
"America at the Crossroads Tennessee won in the States
— What Can Club Women Do?' Contest and was presented a
The national motto of the or- beautiful silver trophy.
ganization is "Lifting as We The National Association of
Climb."

Colored Women's Clubs, Inc.,
presented
its
Distinguished
Clubwoman's Award to Misses
Freddie M. Jones and Frances
E. Tharpe for distinguished
and essential service to a most
devoted community of the nation.
The

presentation

of

'Mg Kw:vim REVOLUTION

award was made at the banquet on Aug. 8.
The National Association of
Colored Women's Clubs Inc.,
will meet in Atlantic City, N.J.,
in August 1970.

-011

•••.• , YOU. tAN

The Southeastern Regional
will be held in Charleston,
the B. C., in July 1909.

Tennesseans at the meeting
were Mrs. Alice J. Coleman,
state president; Davie Della
Phillips, president of the City
Federation of Nashville; Miss
Freddie M. Jones, state secretary; Miss Frances E. Tharpe,
state art chairman and cochairman of the Southeastern
Association of Colored Women's Clubs.

A

The convention was highlighted from the .beginning to the
end with receptions, fashion
luncheons, supp era, press
breakfast and an award's ban(Wet enjoyed by some 18,000
detegates in the beautiful Red
Lacquer Room of the Palmer'
House.

Prices.

The Aitls and Crafts Department mei the most spectacular
sight with some 40 states represented.

plus Top Vaiuo -Stumps

The National Convention has
two contests in the Arts and
Crafts Department — the Regional Contest for the National's Special Award in Arts
and Crafts, and the State's
Contest for the state having
the largest number of sweep-

BUY U.S.
SAVINGS
BONDS

U.S. CHOICE TEN DERAY

SUMMER THEATRE AT
TSU—Sylvia Albritton of
Memphis, right, as director of James Roach's "The
Innocent One," made drama critics situp and take
note of her ability last week
when the Players Guild of
Tennessee State presented
two performances of the
suspense drama. Eunice E.

Roland, of Mobile Ala., and
Steven Bonner, of Frank.
lin, Tenn., both seniors, are
being coached here by Miss
Albritton, graduate student
in speech and drama. One
critic said, "Bonner tackles
this difficult role with a
good sence of the character's inner anguish, and he
makes the transition from

—determined avenger to pitiful child man in the final
scene a gripping moment."
Miss Roland was also praised in the play produced by
Dr. Thomas E. Poag, head
of speech and drama. W.D.
Cox of the speech and
drama faculty was technical producer.
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Mutual Fund Salesman Nashville Gets FHA-Insured Loan For Meharry Health Center
Is Named By Charming

KNOXVILLE — Approval of Sixteenth Avenues North in The mortgage loan was aumost of the permanent equip- from such sources as Medicare, approved loan will be Guaranan FHA-insured mortgage loan Nashville. Meharry hopes to
thorized
under
the
Group
Fa-!ment
of the Center. Payment Medicaid and local, state and ty Mortgage Company of Nashof $1,450,800 for construction of open it in the spring or early
Memphis resident Ocie C.
an 0E0-funded nieghborhood summer of 1969. It will provide ditties Program contained injon the loan will be guaranteed federal
programs for the care ville, First American National
Pleasant, Jr., has been appointhealth center by Meharry Med- comprehensive
health
care, the 1967 Amendments to the by annual 0E0 grants to the of certain categories of paed a registered sales represent-,
Bank, Third National Bank,
ical College, Nashville, the first both medical and dental, and
National Housing Act The loan extent that they may not be tients.
ative in Tennessee, northeast,
and Citizen's Savings Bank and
such loan in the country, was related mental health, social
will finance the building and covered by program income The mortgages under the Trust Company.
Arkansas 412d northrn Missisannounced here today.
and other services, under one
sippi for Charming Company,
Roy C. Huskey, Director of roof, for low income families in
Inc., one of the nation's largest
I the Federal Housing Adminis- in an area starting at the Cummutual fund sales firms.
tration, Knoxville, Tennessee, berland River in North Nash;said that the precedent-making ville and extending south to
His appointment was ancommitment to insure the mort- the Edgehill area of South
nounced by Divisional Managage represents the application Nashville. The area has a popger Louis 0. Hill of Memphis,
of a new policy worked out by illation of 37,000, of whom a
where Channing maintains dithe Office of Economic Op- large proportion have incomes
visional headquarters at 3637
portunity and FHA in the con- under the 0E0 poverty guidePark Avenue.
struction of 0E0 comprehen- lines.
Charming Company, inaddisive health services centers.
The speed with which FHA
lion to specializing in the sale
The Meharry precedent is ex- handled the mortgage applicaof the $675 million Channing
pected to be followed in a num- tion was praised in Nashville
Funds and other leading muber of other 0E0 health center by Dr. Lloyd C. Elam, Presitual funds, offers investors esprograms across the country. dent of Meharry Medical Coltate planning, portfolio analyBecause of the importance of lege. He said:
sis,
investment
counseling,
the project and of the FHA "This action makes possible
salary-saving services, retirefinancing procedure as a means a major step forward in the
ment programs and
profit
of making more 0E0 funds special role which Meharry
sharing plans through its in-I
available for direct health serv- has accepted, of developing
urance and investment advisocies to low income areas, Mr. programs that serve the comry affiliates.
Huskey said that preferential munity and that train physitreatment was being given to cians and dentists to renderl
Mr. Pleasant joins Changing'
0. C. PLEASANT
the remaining steps for com- more effective family and comfrom his former post as a sales
representative for Waddell & sity of Minnesota at Duluth pleting the loan. Closing is, munity health care."
Reed, Inc., mutual fund dis- and the University of Wiscon- scheduled for August 22, to be Pending construction of the
followed immediately by the center, the project is opening
tributors.
sin.
a small temporary center on
A native of Montgomery, He is a member of the Con- start of construction.
The center will be built onl Jefferson
Street,
beginning
Alabama where he attended solidated Civic Club of Orange
1
2-acre plot on Herman with services to children in
St. Jude's Educational Institute Mound
Organizational a 2/
and
he holds a B. S. degree from Committee of Orange Mound Street, between Fourteenth and I Head Start programs.
Alabama State College and a Summer Day Camp.
Master's degree from Memphis
Mr. Pleasant and his wife, The faculty-student cornmitte
State University.
Barbara, make their home at voted to accept five candidates
A member of Kappa Alpha , 2465 Saratoga Avenue in MemPsi, he has also studied at; phis. They have two children, for entrance this September.
Indiana University, the Univer-I Darryl three and Chandra one. The new students range in age
from 21 to 34 and come from
Alabama,
Mississippi, New
Jersey and Ohio. They will receive financial aid from the ATLANTA (UPI) — A newly
University and additional edu- opened campaign office of
candidate
cational assistance from facul- congresstonal
ty members and fellow medical Charles Weltner was set afire
when ne eded. early Monday causing damFive disadvantaged students' Dean Maloney pointed out students
ages estimated at more than
who might never have had the that the new program, estab- In subsequent years,
five $2,000.
opportunity for medical trainplaces will continue to be set
Weltner said the fire burned
From several points of view, NBC News'gavel-to-gavel coverage
ing under conventional medical lished as a high priority effort aside in each entering class
the front door of the new office
by
a
vote
of
the
Medical
Tufts
school admissions procedures
for students from disadvant- on Hunter St., in a
of the Democratic national convention will be the one to watch.
predomihave just been admitted to the Faculty last May, goes beyond aged groups. When necessary, nantely
Negro business neighthe
promise
search
to
for
addiUP: Anchormen Chet Huntley and David Brinkley will be refreshman class at Tufts Unithe educational program will borhood, and scorched
the
versity School of Medicine near tional "qualified" students from be modified to include either outside
porting from their booth high above the convention floor.
of
the
building.
Boston, Dean William F. Ma- Negro or other disadvantaged a remedial year prior to the Arson i n
v estigators said
DOWN:
On the convention floor, John Chancellor,FrankMcGee,
groups.
loney announces.
usual Medical School curricu- someone poured
gasoline on
Edwin Newman and Sander Vanocur will be pursuing up-to-theThe new medical students— "Such a promise does little lum, a prolonged stay at the the front porch
of the building
all of them Negro, three from to increase the pool of pntial Medical School itself, or a about 1 a.m,
second news leads.
and
set it afire.
the deep South—are the first physicians, since most students supplemental program during The fire department
AROUND: A corps of NBC News reporters 46 strong will be
arrived
to be admitted under a new'judged 'qualified' by standard the usual school year.
and extinguished the fire at
covering
behind-the-scene activities at delegations' hotels and
criteria
gain
admission
to mediTufts program designed to seek!
The increasing flexibility in the office, one of three Weltparty
and
candidates' headquarters.
out candidates from disadvant- cal school now," he said.
our Medical School curriculum ner maintains in Atlanta.
aged groups who would ordi- Under the Tufts program a along with the cooperation of Weltner is seeking nominaIt all adds up on NBC.
narily be prevented from ob-I special committee headed by interested
faculty
members tion as a Democrat for the
tainting a medical education'Dr. Norman I. —Krinsky and and students, assures us of the fifth congressional seat now
financial
need,
in- composed of six faculty mem- opportunity to achieve success held by Republican Fletcher
becau_. se of
adequate academic prepara- bers and six medical students in this program," Dr. Krinsky Thompson. A liberal, Weltner
tion In sub-standard school sys-I conducted an intensive search said. "Our goal," he continued, stepped down as a candidate
Check newspaper TV listings for time.
If you can't watch,listen on the NBC Reds* rietweak
terns or small colleges, social!for students of high ability who "is to produce competent phy- to succeed himself in
1966 after
and environmental deprivationI had suffered academic, environ sicians from students who me- serving two terms in congress
or other factors, but who never-!mental or economic deprive- mally would not have had the rather than support the Demotheless clearly have the ability!lions which had thwarted their field of medicine open to them cratic nominee for governor,
to become good physicians.
'efforts to become doctors.
as a potential career."
Lester MaddOIL
ti

Liberal
Candidate's
Office Fired

Tufts Medical School
Admits 5 In Training

UP DOWN AND AROUND WITH NBC NEWS

MON.,AUG 26/LIVE AND IN COLOR/NBC NEWS105
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MAURICE SAYS ... "PODNAH!

J' YOU'VE STRUCK IT RICH!"

Buy Bonds
where you worK.

Pocket the Savin's on
These FRIGIDAIRE Buys!

BIG 12 CU. FT.
FRIGIDAIRE
2 DR.—COPPERTONE

REFRIGERATOR
FREEZER
AT THE UNHEARD-OF

$199

LOW PRICE OF ONLY
• Cyclamatie Defrosting...No defrosting
in Refrigerator Section
• Big, Handy 120-Lb. Freezer
• Only 3 Mos ing Parts...All oiled for life!

1

• Left Hand Door

ED 12TL CCL HD

FRIGIDAIRE

FRIGIDAIRE

404 LB.
UPRIGHT FREEZER

525 LB.
CHEST-TYPE

FREEZER

$167

TRUE FOOD SECURITY

Plenty of Roam It,
Store Those Grisdeis
fresh I egetables

$197
•

No Money Down

UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY

FRIGIDAIRE
Automatic

e ( le

MAURICE
•

WASHER

FRIGIDAIRE
HEADQUARTERS

They work in Vietnam - - for
freedom. They're helping to
pay the bill for freedom, too.
Like many of our servicemen
overseas, they're investing in
U.S. Savings Bonds. Bonds are
a good deal. A good way to
save lip for college
or for a

US.Savings Bonds
Dowd fear Saving: Roads pay you bark $4 foe eva7 t3 ix oteiy seam yaw,
. are replaced free if lost, destroyed Of stoles ... have rpecial tax advantages .• . can he redeemed whenever the awed grim&

A FURNITURE & APPUANCES

• * TIssi U.g. aeversament doe* thepay
1110

$157

1160 S. Bellevue at McLemere
HWY. 51 SO.

OPEN NITES
•

0

home ... or just Lot a futoce
that's free and worth havingThere's a good way to show
these men you're on their side.
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds where
you bank, or join the Payroll
Savings Plan where you work.
walk a bit taller.

service

cooperation with

for this advernieesisent /t
prearrated as 4.pal*
Treasury Departesent and 7'he Adv.rtta3.ig Goma

Don't CaU 11.7

946.2531
thou*
Coma Sae Us!
NAG

••

40•-

-• ••,,, -
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Maids Springer Kemp who is' were carrying out anti-Vietnam Vice President first.
ion loan from the International demonstrations
against the It was sad news to learn of
Ladies Garment Workers U.S. Embassy that the next
the death of Mrs. J. Franklin
Union. Missing from the rock or egg thrown could be Bourner,
the former Iverna
Humphrey operation are full construed as anti-American NeJones of Sacramento, CaliforBy ETHEL L. PAYNE
about Watts in Los Angeles. the Fontainebleau and when- time Negro professionals in the gro since the first black Ameri- nia. She was for several years
all-important women's activi- can high level staffer had now
The maid in the powder What they fail to take in ac- ever their man would appear, ties -division which is headed come on board. There haven't on the staff of former Congressman James Roosevelt. .
room at the Fontainebleau Ho- count are the thousands of mis- the cluster was as thick as by Minnesota committeewom- been any incidents since. Com- Maxine Dargans Fleming, dipigeons around the man on the an, Mrs. Gerri Joseph.
erable
steamy
ing
hovels
up
in
is
a
which
full
story
on Good- rector
research for the
tel in Miami Beach was talkmost Negroes are forced to park bench with the bag of Getting back to Washington man and his chief, the U.S. House ofCommittee
on Labor
ing
to
a
young
black
woman.
peanuts.
The morning after
•*
live, the garbage piled on the
after more than six week's ab- Ambassador to Denmark, Mrs. and Education, is back on the
It was the morning after Richnomination
the
Richard
of
NixBy BILL
streets
and
Katherine
water
the
Elkus
from
White
the
LITTLE
sence requires some re-orientaard Nixon's nomination and
job after an emergency abheavy rains backed up to the on, the crowd was thinner by tion since there is no other Flaxie M. Pinkett, the newlydominal operation. Word comes
while his jubilant supporters
front doors and worst of all, far and the big question is beat in the world quite like elected Democratic National
out of Miami regarding her
FIRE FOLLOWS SMOKE Mo. which led to TSU losing were sleeping off the rigors of the unemployment rate, nine "Where do they go next?" this nation's capital- For the Committeewoman
for the Dis- former boss, Adam Clayton
the long night oratory and balIt has been said where there to Lincoln on forfeit. You cant loting, the city of Miami, six per cent in Miami, one of the There's not much cause for information of all interested trict of Columbia, who was Powell, that if he is elected
highest in the country. Even rejoicing in the Democratic
is smoke you will find fire. The,really look inside of the heart miles away was reeling from the menial jobs which are the camp these days. A revolt is Howard University staff, fac-, elected on the Robert F. Ken- and seated by the next session
ulty and student body, Ernestinedy slate, would like to see a of Congress, attorneys for his
the worst racial disorders in ordinary
early part of last June it was of a prospect and State doesn't
perogatives of black brewing among the minority Goodman, the former public Humphrey-McCarthy ticket
Its
as estranged wife, Yvette Diego
history.
The
maid
said
she
Americans in any city have campaign headquarters over relations director, is doing a the best possible
h
a corner on the market
rtImored that Harold Hunter have
combination Powell, intend to file suit to
lived in another section close been taken
over
by Cuban the "plantation attitude'' of
had been let out as head basket- for athletes who manage to Liberty City, the scene of refugees. Not a single black Gordon St. Angelo, the former superb job as press attache at to beat the Nixon-Agnew corn- attach his congressional salary
the American Embassy in Co- bination. She says she hasn't because he has failed to pay
the
first
outbreak.
to
Pressure
get
themselves in trouble.
waiter, bellhop, parking attend- Indiana Democratic State penhagen, Denmark. The lead- discussed
ball (Mach at Tennessee A&I
this with either of child support for their son,
had been building for some- ant or porter
was seen during Chairman who was hired to di- big Danish newspaper, B.T. the nominee hopefuls,
State University. It was widely Two UCLA players ran a foul time, but it erupted from a
but is Adamcito, now seven years
the GOP convention. Florida's rect the staff activities. He has
koovin that Hunter had been at of the law this past season, but rally which Rev. Ralph Aber- flamboyant Governor Claude refused to release funds for warned Danish students who seeking an audience with the old.
nathy and Wilt Chamberlain Kirk and Miami's
Mayor both vital registration work in
odds with the administration,' the Uclans didn't panic, they were
to address, but who failed
j
us
t
went
out
and picked uP to appear. A white cameraman wanted to blame the trouble on key Negro areas, vetoed at the
particularly retiring president
outside
their second consecutive NCAA- who defied the warnings of sentmentagitators, but the re- I last minute scheduled trips
Dr. W. S. Davis. Hunter won
was natural, spontan- by Negro
black militants to stay out of eous and from within. The on taking staffers and insisted
the support of tkaa alumni and Championship.
all authority for dethe
area
was
severely beaten. most blunt indictment came cision making,
friends of the university in the
leaving them
SECOND GUESSERS .... "That's the trouble with white from a black poverty worker virtually
attempt to ouster him several
ineffective. The Vice
folks,"
said
the
maid.
"They
years ago.
For the moment rumors that
who said that not a single President is either unaware of
Just won't listen. He had no Negro leader was able to conthe problem or is taking a
Harry
"Patch"
Wilson
Hunter has finally been re--Dr•
business in there." The young trol the rioters. "Why don't
hands off position. In either
placed- Ed, Martin, who had would suceed Hunter have lost woman leaned against the you go into the pool
rooms and case, unless some changes are
some craceteams in the South- their imminence. It
dressing table and said rather talk to the brothers," he asked
made, wholesale resignations
was
ironic
Intercollegiate
dreamily, "Whitey's got it the governor.
ern
Atheltic
may occur.
Conference at South Carolina that Hunter first had his big coming to him. It's not just
troubles
The
at
trademark
A&I
of
the
when
politiAt a caucus held by the
John
State, takes over the reins of
Miami. It's the whole world
the Tiger cagers. I must admit Merritt took over as head foot- •baby. White on top. Black on cal camp follower these days black group, Bayard Rustin,
the announcement of the coach- ball coach. There is no personal the bottom. That's the way it's Is the brother in a shiny silk the director of the A. Philip
ing change caught me off guard reference, however many be- been, but what he don't under- suit, fancy cuff links and an Randolph Institute in N e w
When I visited the AM cam- lieved Wilson, a veteran cage stand is its got to change." attache case, looking v e r y, York, who is serving in an adpus this summer what I con. mentor at Jackson State Col- All of the local papers laid very important. The wOrtie• visory capacity, bluntly spellare usually distinguished by ed out the demands for an auin Mississippi and a
sidered a reliable source inheavy stress on the neat lawns fancy hairdos and print shifts. tonomous operation
and stated
formed me that .the industrious scout for Merritt"when the two and homes in Liberty
City and They were there like so many that St. Angelo could not only
Hunter would be back for the were both at JSC, had been asked the rhetorical
question,
coming season. I was unable promised the job. Perhaps this "Why did it happen here?" handlers watching their horses alienate Negro delegates to the
parade to the post - all throve' convention, but lose the elecis
the
reason
Hunter
fought
for
Hunter
who
reach
in
was
'
to
'hat was the same description the corrido`rs of the Americana, tion for Humphrey
his
job
with
such
tenacity
and
should he
the Soviet Union.
determination. Wilson didn't and the same question asked the Hilton, the Eden Roc and be nominated. Meanwhile, out
in Chicago, John Crisswell, the
With Dr. Davis scheduled to join the A&I staff until 1967.
man from the Democratic Na
be replaced, it appeared Hun-1
RUGGED
"26 GAMES•for'
tional Committee who is runter would get more support
CARDED
ning the show as of last week
his dwindling basketball prowas not even making any program which had just about New coach Ed Martin will
visions for a minorities setreached rock bottom consid- face some major problems at
up at the convention. Former
nationali the outset, in addition to the
ering the schobl's
usual adjustments which must
newsman Larry Still left for
reputation.
be made when a coach first
•
Chicago this week to help co- An unconfirmed report has meets his team.
ordinate press arrangements.
CJE ST BCOK WITH MINIMUM
Dwight
Jones,
center-forward
Hunter staying in the 'Nashville
Others working with the camWEDDING ALBUM ORDER WITH TNIS AD.
area to coach in high school. and captain, will' be the
paign, either as paid staffers
Now that the inevitable has lone senior in the A&I lineup.
or in advisory posts include
happened it seems such a pity Theodore McLain, the class of
Norman Hill, formerly with
for Coach Hunter, a dedicated the State Tourney which he
the Randolph Institute, George]
taskmaster with a proven rec- helped Nashville Pearl to win
W. Booker, the most knowlord, when it was very obvious three years ago, averaged 28
edgeable person on voter regis/
/ /
/
/
that State was so rapped up in points per game last year for
tration and labor expert, Mrs.
Hunter
and
should
be just as
its football program that the
basketball season came andltough. Recruiting McLain was
went with relatively little fan- a miraculous feat. Often major AT UNIVERSIT
Y OF RAparticipants with the curriccollege scouts were unable to
fare,
ula used in economic edu•
see the flashy playmaker after WAH...Dr. R. Grann Lloyd,
(left) director et the Divication and to narrow the
Hunter was criticized byl spending days around town.
gap between curricula desonic circles for recruiting un- TSU will take on some of the sion of Business at Tennesvelopment and implemendesirables who gave the schooll finest small college quintets SEE State University, is In
tation. He is shown here
a .bad name and an buidentlin the nation on the 1988-89 Hawaii participating in an
Institute for Advanced
with a visiting professor
two years ago in Jefferson City,' slate.
Study in Education Curriof economics in the divicula Analysis at the Universion of Business at Tennessity of Hawaii. One of is
see State, Madlinsudhana
educators selected from
Rao Paruchuri of Andhraparound the country for the
radesh, India, who comes
institute, Dr. Lloyd is a
from Dominican College,
consultant to the U.S. Office
Racine, Wisc. (Joe Zinn
of Education. The institute
Photo)
is designed to familiarise

Was
hington
This
Is
So
Sports
Horizon.

Now that _you're fallen for his
line, we think _you'll fall for ours.
Your
Wedding
Deserves to be...
PHOTOGRAPHED

A

in Natural Color...
for
Only natural color
can preserve this
memorable event in
all its brilliance
This is where to
come when you're
through playing
games
FREE

Continental Photographers
236 So. Danny Thomas

MEMPHIS'.

Gin onthe Lialks?

Phone 526-8397

2

1-C,..0D o OR

EAST -5O14 POPLAL

Mendenloir

MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON

JIFF

PEANUT BUTTER

ALL AROUND
MACHINIST

1E1

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO.
MEMPHIS WORKS

Call or Apply in Person
to 3003 Harvester Lane
Memphis, Tenn,

SMOKED HAMS
57C
45c

47c

butt portion per lb
•
shank portion per lb

THIN TWIN

POTATOES CHIPS
lb 59c

NEEDS
Applicants must have experience on the following tool
room machines Lathe, Grinder, ID., 0.D., Surfac•Mili Jig
Bore,Boring Mill,Planer, Shaper. Must be able to work from
Blueprint ... Must be Journeyman graduate of Apprenticeship program or equivalent.

SOUTHERN BELLE

reg. 63C

FRED MONTESI

BACON

OMEGA

LAND O'LAKES

FLOUR

5 lb 49c

BUTTER

(11b. pkg. 51C1
C
2 lb. pkg.99
reg. or thick sliced

75

lb
93 score qtrs.

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD

STAMPS

Phone 357-5311

Al Equal Oppertuelty Employer Mg

Make it perfect.
•

MORTON

FRED MONTESI

CREAM PIES

VEG. OLEO

140i.

3 69c

DIPS.

tor

Lb

15c

0.440. VIENNA SAUSAGE
6 LIMIT

AMERICAN 01111.
*MOW DISTILLERS COMPANY, N.Y.C. SO PROOF.OISTILLE0 DAY 015 FROM

WITH COUPO

OPENCURB24SERVICHOU
RS
E

DEL MONTE wilt. meat chuck style

10:00 A.M.UNTIL 1:00 A.M.

TUNA

1611So. THIRD ST.

29c

unsweetened

GRAPEFRUIT JUICEr
4602.
3
for $1 00

for 33C

Soz.

OIL
Seagram's Extra Dry the perfect martini gin

ADAMS

•:•'. :7V • •:.."
•

WESSON OIL
48 oz. Btl.
With coupon end $5.00 e44Ittee•I purchase, rixcludIn
valu• of coupon Anwrcholidls• (fresh onlIk pooducto
tobacco oleo •xcludod in carnplloneo with state
Coupon wrpiroa rnidnIt• Saturday, Aug. 28t),, 1968 One
fano ly per w••k.
c•upon

10Y

re/ 59c

2 LIMIT

LIQUID DISH
DETERGENT 2„1 39c

9
6
8

-

.44111

..erime\s„

.6
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Society Merry Go-Round
Bivens visiting them from be attending Wykeham Rise
Philadelphia. Hear tell the School in Washington, Conn.,
LeMoyne also presented her ,Dancy's boy Dr. Buddy has and the boys, Juan Mario is in
a plaque bearing the shield of hung out his shield. Congrats the Advance Code School in
the school.
Charleston, S. C., a Naval
and best wishes!
Training Center while Ronny
Mrs. Pearl Crawford
will
And they Ryans, Henry and
celebrate her 100th (one hun- Jenny, and their daughter is in secondary school in Fridredth) b i rthday Thursday Kathy are here from Kaishasha borg, Switzerland.
August 22, at the Alcy Seventh Africa in the Democratic Re- Helen Ann (Mrs. Wesley)
Day Adventist Church. All public of the Congo, visiting Groves and her kids Michael
former students and former their brother and sister-in-law, and Courtney are here visiting
co-workers of Mrs. Crawford's the Edward Ryans. He's with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
at old Greenwood school are the U. S. Information Service H. Hayes, Jr., while awaiting
invited to share the birthday Cultural Affairs Office and her mate, Dr. Wesley to join
with her.
they will be going to the Ivory them from their home in Los
Coast
at Abidjan when they Angeles.
VISITORS-- Juanita and
depart
frqm
the sunny banks of TRAVELERS—A slew of
Johnny Arnold and Georgia
Mississippi.
the
AKAs were off for Dallas to
and
Andrew
Dancy
have
Kendall and Mrs. Bonnie
Their daughter Kathy will attend the Boule and among
them of course were Velma
Lois, Elma Mardis basileus,
Juanita C h
Fannie
Carrie's Delk, Fannieambers,
Taylor, Ethel
Perkins, Ann Benson, Catherine
Florist
Johnson, Mertis Ewell.

$89.00 value Human Hair Wigs - WHOLESALE
S16.50 each. 2 for $27 50 Any color. Money bock
Guarantee Send $3.00 on COD.orders toDISCOUNT
102 W, Sedgwick
Philadelphia, Pa

(Continued From Page 10)

Classified Ad

.
,
:r43+140 rs.1:0N

4,S• Xs;

V.:44AP

tiKNOW YOUR RIGHTS'
BASIC,GIENUINE,AOTMENTIC•

EASY REFERENCE,
Yousts.
RIOTS ASSOCIATES INC.

#

4,74),
1
1i-,OR4E
P.O.50X 472,
letr
PENNA.

0"PArt:urti7L....4."
1119 .4

Section

Gift
Shop

HELP WANTED, FEMALE
3 Neat appearing ladles with car to
help with our fall rush of business.
Three hours day or evening.
535 per week. One manager opening.
Write
C. C. Broyie
1805 W. Holmes Road
Memphis 38109

FLOWERS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Funeral Flowers Cut Flowers
Corsages • Potted Plonts

HELP WANTED

We Deliver
Mrs Carrie Liggins

kooks. Chicken Packers.
lark Pirtle Drive is
1217 is. Seiko=

Mrs. Lorean Nelson
146 S. Wellington
527-5193
946-6613
948-1228

So full of
sunshine...

FOR SALE
New and Used Furniture A Appliance.
We carry notes on used merchandise
Call: Cheslea Furniture A Appliance
527-6133

AMERICAN REMEMBERED—C. R. Reynolds, center, director of Provident
Hospital in Chicago, holds
an Old Taylor bust cast in
tribute to Dr. Daniel Hale
Williams, named an "Ingenious American," who in his
lifetime never won the
fame he deserved. Dr.

Williams, who died in 1931.
founded the Provident Hospital in 1891. In 1893, he
performed the first successful heart operation on a
man with a, knife Wound a
fraction of an inch from his
heart. Without x-rays, wonder drugs or blood trans-

fusions, the patient survived. A painting of him is
seen in the background.
Adding tributes to Dr. Williams are Bev. Wilder, left,
and Arthur G. McNitt, exe-

cutives of the Old Taylor
Distilling Company of
Frankfort, Ky.

Sip, Chat Tea To Be Sunday

Small Negro Congregation
can use this substantial
The Christian Service Club Mrs. Lavera Albrooks is story-half home until larger
facility are needed. Build
will hold a Sip and Chat Tea'chairman of the tea.
Mrs. new auditorium on extra
and Fashionette in the Foote
Homes Auditorium on Sunday, Bettie Dotson is president of corner lot. Attach and conAugust 25, from 4 to 7 p.m. the club, and Mrs. Willie Ada' vert old building for educaand the public is invited.
tional use.
Clark reporter.
Call - M. M. Hall, Broker
Mrs. Eunice Bruce will be,
the fashions commentator, and,
This is an unusal
music furnished by Miss Van-I
opportunity
nesse Holloway and Mrs. Jacqueline Staten.

BUY BONDS

BEE LINE FASHION steeds 3 women in this area to show nationally
advertised lines. Free clothing plus
profit. No canvassing or collecting.
Use of ear necessary.
Phone 398-7634 after 5 p.m.

MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOIJARE

,
f5

PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS
OINTMENT

04—*

LOOKYGY1161R
Get

AT YOUR DRUGGIST

,ggg GET FAST BLESSED RELIEF FROM THE
ITCHING. IRRITATION AND SCALING OF 130111AStS YOU MYER THOUGHT POSSIBLE, AM
AT A LOW RICE THAT MU. AMAZE YOU.

. LIGHT RUM

EXTERMINATING CO:

PALIKIPS "SIUN SUCCESS" OINTMENT .. .
relieves the itching and irritation of this
op skin trouble. It removes the scales,
dissolves the horny shin. It is cooling arid
Soothing. It rafreshes the shin. No matter
how long you have :uttered try PAUBEFS
"SKIN succtsr OINTMENT, and get the
fast blessed relief you have longed for from
the itching, irritation and scaling of FROMAlS.
COMPARE!
I
ONLY4A c
NOISING FINER
AT ANY MCI!
nil ½0L

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL. (IS BEFORE YOU ARV
EABARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

...it calls for
glasses!

CALL

ECONOMY SIZE Ili °ZS. ONLY 99c
GET

OLD Mr. BOSTON

PEST

HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION

Mtn the ittiorccillfig.foamy ossification
beaery
of "55111
bathos while it fights germs that often
aggravate perspiration odois...otakes
You sure noire nice to be near.
PALMERI "SON SWCCESS" SOM.

O.Z. EVERS

ewe go titoor el BOSTON Ti

iUf NC 101105. MASS

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7•6033,

LET US TELL YOU THE BILL LOEB STORY
a

LOEB'S
TENNESSEE PIT BAR-B-Q®

OEB'S .;:::1--4. .•'
!

RESTAURANTS

LAUNDRIES

Ii

i• , ..!LAUNDRY • CLEANERSYi-4.4
—f--4-4visut
• i i ;

a

SERVICE TOGETHERNESS...Th• friendly atmosphere that characterizes
all Loeb's Bar-B -Q- Is carried out to the letter by th• siarvic• due consisting of Velma Tray lor and Helen Cooper at Loeb's 17, located at 1055
Bellevue. Miss Cooper is the manager.

"MR. SERVICE"...Robert Moore, veteran Loeb's Leuntiry Cleenor employee is supervisor of dry cleaning, assembly, and check-out deportment.
He is one of the company's best-known and most popular MIIViC• porsorso-

1

"THERE IS A DIFFERENCE"
William "Bill" Loeb is o top bracket Memphis and Mid-South Businessman. His laundries, outgrowths of a parent institution that is one
of the city's oldest firms in its area... and Certainly one of the largest
in the Tr -States... ore the best-known and most prosperous in the city.
His restaurants... constituting an increasingly important chain of first
class quick-meal food emporiurns... are rapidly becoming a Memphis
READY, WILLING AND ABLE...Thot is th• m•ssage being sent out by
pleasant-looking Marian Hunt, member of the staff of Lo•b's Bar-B-Q #3,
at 2280 Park.

headquarters for good eating. Not too often mentioned, but most important, the Loeb enterprises provide lucrative employment for hundreds of
block and white Memphians, who find their work satisfactory and "boss
understanding". Negroes working for Bill Loeb have the important in-

HIGH PRAISE...Williom "Bill" Loeb, president of the voodoos Loeb enterprises, main office at 282 Madison, commends Miss Mary L. Tales, on
the fine lob she has been performing in the clefic•I 41.ipawhiaiant of the
main h•adqua
of Loeb's Laundry.

centive for opportunity and promotion to managerial and supervisory
positions, as rewardsfor efficiency

and

reliability. At a time of increas-

ing emphasis on job opportunities for Memphians, regardless of race,
creed, or color, Bill Loeb has

long since set

a pace and remains in the

forefront of thcise meeting thi s frond. That gives the formally-trained
Memphis business leader, Bill Loeb the right to the observation that
SERVICE UNDERSTANDING...Lo•Vs Bar-B-0 818, 870 Thomas Street,
Is the piece for eating enjoymarit, accordin g to th• happy •xpressions of
Ricky Rhodes, (right), manager, and Ruby Webb, who combine forces to
see that the right atmosphere is always sustained

k

"there is a difference."

DEPENDABILITY...That is th• word used?. disscrIk• the

Loeb Levee"

handled by such route-men as Mes• Epps ef 453
Jecklyn St., who is one of the firm's most efficient anal rrolielal• roviNomen.

delivery s•I'ViC• as

